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Abstract—Since the early 2000s the space industry has un-
dergone significant changes such as the advent of reusable
launch vehicles and an increase of commercial opportunities. This
new space age is characterized by a dynamic entrepreneurial
climate, lowered barriers to access space and the emergence
of new markets. New business models are being developed
by many actors and the merging of space and other sectors
continues, facilitating innovative and disruptive opportunities.
Already established companies are adapting in various ways as
efforts to stay relevant are gaining attention.

The previous pace of development that was exclusively deter-
mined by governmental programs are now largely set by private
and commercial ventures. Relating to all trends, new technologies
and driving forces in the space industry is no trivial matter. By
analyzing and examining identified trends and technologies the
author has attempted to discern those that will have a significant
impact on the industrial environment during the next decade.
Market assessments have been summarized and interviews have
been carried out. Discussions and conclusions relating to the ser-
vices provided by the Swedish Space Corporation are presented.
This report is intended to update the reader on the current status
of the space industry, introduce concepts and provide relevant
commentary on many important trends.

Index Terms—Trends, technologies, concepts, innovation, dis-
ruption, space situational awareness, data analytics, infrastruc-
ture.

Sammanfattning—Sedan början av 2000-talet har det
skett markanta förändringar inom rymdindustrin, såsom
utvecklingen av återanvändningsbara raketer och en ökad
mängd kommersiella möjligheter. Denna nya rymdera
karaktäriseras av ett dynamiskt klimat för entreprenörer,
minskande barriärer för att etablera rymdverksamhet och
uppkomsten av nya marknader. Nya affärsmodeller utvecklas
och integrering mellan rymden och andra industrier fortsätter,
vilket ger utrymme för utveckling av innovativa och disruptiva
idéer. Redan etablerade företag anpassar sig till förändringarna
på olika sätt och ansträngningar för att bibehålla relevans
prioriteras.

Utvecklingstakten inom branschen var tidigare dominerad
av statliga program men är nu alltmer influerad av privata
och kommersiella satsningar. Att relatera till ny teknik,
nuvarande trender och drivkrafter inom rymdindustrin är
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komplext. Genom att undersöka och analysera identifierade
trender och teknologier ämnar författaren urskilja de som kan
komma att påverka industrin i störst utsträckning under det
kommande decenniet. Bedömningar av marknadsmöjligheter
och intervjuer har genomförts och i denna rapport presenteras
även diskussioner och slutsatser relaterade till den typ av
tjänster som Swedish Space Corporation erbjuder. Denna
rapport har för avsikt att uppdatera läsaren om delar av den
aktuella nulägesanalysen inom rymdindustrin, introducera
koncept och ge relevanta kommentarer om viktiga trender.

Nyckelord—Trender, teknologier, koncept, innovation, dis-
ruptivitet, rymdlägesbild, data analys, infrastruktur.

LIST OF ACRONYMS

AI . . . . . . . Artificial Intelligence
API . . . . . . Application Programming Interface
AR . . . . . . Augmented Reality
ARD . . . . . Analysis Ready Data
ASAT . . . . Anti-Satellite
BEAM . . . Bigelow Expandable Activity Module
BI . . . . . . . Business Intelligence
CA . . . . . . Conjunction Assessment
CAGR . . . Compounded Annual Growth Rate
CLPS . . . . Commercial Lunar Payload Services
CME . . . . Coronal Mass Ejection
COLA . . . Collision Avoidance
COTS . . . Commercial off-the-shelf
CSpOC . . Combined Space Operations Center
CST . . . . . Crew Space Transportation
DAQ . . . . . Data Acquisition
DARPA . . Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DLR . . . . . Deutches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
DoD . . . . . Department of Defense
EDRS . . . European Data Relay System
EO . . . . . . Earth Observation
ESA . . . . . European Space Agency
FOI . . . . . Totalförsvarets Forskningsinstitut
GEO . . . . Geostationary or Geosynchronous Equatorial Orbit
GWC . . . . Global Watch Center
HAC . . . . . High Accuracy Catalog
HTS . . . . . High-throughput satellite
IaaS . . . . . Infrastructure as a Service
IADC . . . . Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee
IOD . . . . . Initial Orbit Determination
IOS . . . . . . In-Orbit Servicing
IoT . . . . . . Internet of Things
IRF . . . . . . Institutet för Rymdfysik
ISCN . . . . Interplanetary Satellite Communications Network
ISLs . . . . . Inter-Satellite Links
ISON . . . . International Scientific Optical Network
ISRU . . . . In-Situ Resource Utilization
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ISS . . . . . . International Space Station
IT . . . . . . . Information Technology
JAXA . . . Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
LCRD . . . Laser Communications Relay Demonstration
LEO . . . . . Low Earth Orbit
LEOP . . . Launch & Early Operations Phase
LLCD . . . Lunar Laser Communications Demonstration
LOP-G . . Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway
LRO . . . . . Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter
M2M . . . . Machine to Machine
MEMS . . Microelectromechanical system
MEO . . . . Medium Earth Orbit
ML . . . . . . Machine Learning
MPCV . . . Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle
MSR . . . . Midland Space Radar
NASA . . . National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NEO . . . . . Near-Earth Objects
NextSTEP Next Space Technologies for Exploration Partner-

ships
NI . . . . . . . National Instruments
NIST . . . . National Institute of Standards and Technology
NSR . . . . . Northern Sky Research
NVP . . . . . NewVantage Partners
O/Os . . . . Owners or Operators
OD . . . . . . Orbit Determination
OSC . . . . . Optical Satellite Communications
PaaS . . . . . Platform as a Service
PFISR . . . Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar
QKD . . . . Quantum Key Distribution
RF . . . . . . Radio Frequency
SaaS . . . . . Software as a Service
SaMS . . . . Satellite Management Services
SCaN . . . . Space Communications and Navigation
SDA . . . . . Space Data Association
SKGs . . . . Strategic Knowledge Gaps
SLR . . . . . Satellite Laser Ranging
SLS . . . . . Space Launch System
SMEs . . . . Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
SpaceX . . Space Exploration Technologies
SSA . . . . . Space Situational Awareness
SSC . . . . . Swedish Space Corporation
SSN . . . . . Space Surveillance Network
SSR . . . . . Space Sustainability Rating
STM . . . . . Space Traffic Management
SWE . . . . Space Weather
TDWI . . . Transforming Data With Intelligence
TLE . . . . . Two-line Element
TRL . . . . . Technology Readiness Level
TT&C . . . Tracking, Telemetry & Command
VBN . . . . . Vision Based Navigation
VR . . . . . . Virtual Reality

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS chapter presents the purpose, scope and structure of
this thesis. It was written during the first half of 2019

and finalized on June 14.

A. Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the current state of
the space industry and its significant trends and driving forces
that will have an impact on the development of different space
sector segments in general and the service portfolio of the
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) in particular. It presents an
overview of the industry and generally identified emerging and
developing markets, followed by analyses of selected trends

and technologies. The main goal is to present conclusions
out from which further discussion can be initiated. With an
emphasis on the expected future demands of the industry as
well as the capabilities of SSC, this discussion seeks to define
and evaluate the development of the current and future service
portfolio of SSC.

One delimitation that has been applied concerns the influ-
ence and effect of global government programs and political
initiatives on the space industry. Although these might be
mentioned briefly, no specific examination of such concepts
are performed. The reader should be aware that the status of
the geopolitical landscape has always been and is still today,
very influential in this industry.

B. Structure
Chapter I introduces the purpose and scope of the thesis and its
structure while Chapter II presents the method applied in the
research and creation of data while carrying out this project.
Chapter III presents background information about the current
state of the industry as well as an introduction of SSC. Chapter
IV examines selected trends and technologies and Chapter
V discusses the implications of these trends on the service
portfolio of SSC, both in its current and possibly future state.
Chapter VI summarizes conclusions that can be drawn from
the research and recommendations of how SSC may develop
their service portfolio.

II. METHOD

The process of choosing and formulating the methods and
methodologies applied during this project is based upon an
article written by Anne Håkansson [1], which presents an
intuitive portal and path of establishing such guidelines.

This master thesis project is qualitative in nature and
concerns understanding meanings, opinions and behaviors
to reach conclusions. Extensive independent research of
topics has been carried out, but assessing and evaluating
market trends or corporate capabilities is not an exact science
and differs depending on the chosen perspective which is
affected by attitudes and experiences. This is a necessary
characteristic to highlight in any market or industry analysis
where speculations must be examined. Presenting unbiased
information where applicable has been paramount throughout
this project.

The data is collected by unstructured interviews and from
trusted sources such as articles, reports and publications. The
credibility of trends and opinions are partly dependent on
the frequency of sources that express it and thus the factor
of cross-correlation between data is of high importance. The
conclusions are probable to be true since they are based on as
large of a database as possible within the scope of this project.

III. BACKGROUND

This chapter provides an overview of the current state of the
space industry with an emphasis on emerging and developing
markets that can be linked to global trends and driving
forces. It also contains a section describing the Swedish Space
Corporation (SSC).
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A. State of the Industry

This section describes the current state of the space industry
including market value assessments and several global trends
that are widely identified.

1) The Entrepreneurial Space Age
On May 22, 2012 a Dragon spacecraft from Space Exploration
Technologies (SpaceX) was launched into orbit from Cape
Canaveral in Florida. After a series of successful tests the
vehicle attached to the International Space Station (ISS) on
May 25 and delivered cargo, thus becoming the first commer-
cial vehicle in history performing a resupply mission to the
ISS [2]. The public-private partnership between the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and SpaceX
represents what is sometimes referred to as the NewSpace-
era, Space 2.0 or the start of the Entrepreneurial Space
Age. Following decades of operation dominated solely by
large government institutions, space is becoming increasingly
accessible by private companies which by new technologies
and approaches has already changed the status of the space
industry.

In a report commissioned by the German Federal Ministry
of Economy and Energy on the state of the industry [3] by
SpaceTec, the authors say that the access to venture capital
for innovative entrepreneurs in the United States is setting the
pace for development in the commercial space industry. This
is driven on further by substantial investments and initiatives
from government agencies. A telling example is the passing of
the Space Act of 2015 [4] by the U.S. government that allows
U.S. enterprises to commercially exploit natural resources in
space. This change in business climate is having an impact
on the traditional space sector and gradually leading to the
evolution of new commercial fields [3], many of them within
Information and Communication Technology (ICT).

In an investment report [5] published by Morgan Stanley
research group in 2017 the ~US$350 billion global space
industry is estimated to grow into a US$1.1+ trillion global
space economy by 2040. Figure 1 shows the distribution
of actual and estimated revenue for different sectors in the
industry for year 2017 and 2040.

The significant portion of the lower chart labeled Internet
is an estimated revenue opportunity for internet companies
focusing on social media, advertising and e-commerce, if
global internet penetration goes from ~50% in 2017 to ~75%
in 2040 [5, p. 10]. The increase in internet penetration, i.e.
the delivery of internet access to under- or unserved parts
of the world, is expected partly due to several projects from
commercial companies such as the 650-satellite constellation
from OneWeb [6], the Starlink constellation from SpaceX [7]
that will consist of nearly 12 000 satellites and the Medium
Earth Orbit (MEO) project O3b mPower from SES [8].

Bryce Space and Technology published a report in 2018
titled Start-Up Space: Update on Investment in Commercial
Space Ventures [9] in which they review the investments in
start-up space ventures that began as angel- or venture capital-
backed start-ups from year 2000 through 2017. Figure 2 shows
the total amount of US$ invested (excl. debt financing) in space
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Fig. 1. Global Space Economy Revenue for 2017 and 2040 (estimated). Data
Source: Morgan Stanley Research.

start-ups during 2000 to 2017 as reported by Bryce [9, p. 23].
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Fig. 2. Total Investment in Space Start-Ups during year 2000 to 2017. Data
Source: Bryce Space and Technology.

The report further specifies that out of a total of 195 global
start-up space companies, two-thirds are based in the United
States of which 36% (47) are headquartered in California.
The investors in start-up space companies are also primarily
based in the United States. Out of a global total of 555
identified investors, 58% (321) are located in the United
States [9, pp. 28-29]. In their latest Start-up Space report
published April 9, Bryce stated that in 2018 investments were
at a record high amount of US$3.2 billion [10].

There are several high profile billionaires that are space
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investors. Elon Musk’s previously mentioned SpaceX has
received investments of US$1.7 billion since 2006 [9], Jeff
Bezos stated that he invests about US$1 billion annually into
Blue Origin [11] and Richard Branson’s spaceflight company
Virgin Galactic are in agreement with Saudi Arabia for a
US$1 billion dollar investment [12]. The influence of these
individuals and their respective ventures on the global space
industry can not be overrated.

Space Angels, an investment company for angel investors
interested in space ventures, reported in their Space Investment
Quarterly - Q4 2018 report that the cumulative total invested
in space companies between 2009 through 2018 is US$18
billion [13], US$3 billion of which invested during 2018.
Although the majority of investments in space companies
are in the United States, the fourth-quarter of 2018 saw an
increased presence of investments in non-U.S. companies.

2) Emerging and Developing Markets
The shift of the space industry towards incorporating a
more commercially viable business climate has opened up
opportunities for companies in all different phases. Already
established corporations competes with new companies
and start-ups in attempts to secure parts of emerging and
developing markets. Navigating in this environment and
making strategic business decisions is a complex issue. In
their investment report, Morgan Stanley states that ”despite
our enthusiasm for the potential in space, we want to temper
expectations” [5, p. 9] and Bryce noted that ”while some
maturing ventures are now generating revenue, the start-up
space ecosystem has not yet definitively demonstrated
business case success” [9, p. i].

In a report titled Space and Innovation from 2016 by OECD
[14] the authors presents the cycles of space development. The
fifth cycle from 2018 to 2033 is described as ”growing uses
of satellite infrastructure outputs in mass-market products
and for treaties’ global monitoring, third generation of
space stations, extensive mapping of solar system [...], new
space activities coming of age (e.g. new human-rated space
launchers, in-orbit servicing)” [14, Table 1.2].

Smart Manufacturing
The concept of miniaturizing components and systems plays
an important part in the space industry. Together with de-
creased launch costs it drives the market towards being more
affordable and competitive. SpaceX’s Falcon 9 decreased the
launch cost per kilogram mass to low Earth orbit (LEO)
to about US$2.7 thousand [15], in comparison to two other
frequently purchased launch vehicles [16]; the Ariane 5 by
Arianespace and the Proton M from ILS, with launch cost
per kilogram mass of US$12.8 thousand and US$6.0 thousand
respectively [17].

Originating out of Space Systems Development Lab in
California, what was to become a standardization concept for
smaller satellites was created in 1999 called the CubeSat. The
first CubeSat launched in June 2003, following a few years of
successful nanosat launches. Figure 3 shows the global total
amount of nanosats and CubeSats launched during the last two
decades [18].

Total Nanosatellites & CubeSats Launched
www.nanosats.eu2019/01/19

Nanosats launched incl. launch failures
CubeSats launched incl. launch failures
CubeSats deployed after reaching orbit
Nanosats with propulsion modules

1998
2000
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2004
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2008
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2012

2014
2016

2018
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99

47212 12 14
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877

366

Fig. 3. Total Nanosatellites and Cubesats Launched. Source: Erik Kulu,
Nanosatellite & CubeSat Database, www.nanosats.eu.

The definition of a nanosat in the data presented in Figure
3 is such that all CubeSats can be categorized as nanosats.
Strictly speaking, a nanosat is any satellite with a mass
between 1 and 10 kg but there are CubeSats with form factor
1U that weighs 0.8 kg and much heavier CubeSats weighing
above 30 kg. In Figure 3, nanosats include CubeSats as well
as smaller satellites not utilizing the CubeSat form factor.
Similar to the increase in start-up investments after year 2012
as shown in Figure 2, the CubeSat market also grew at a
remarkable rate during this period.

Morgan Stanley expects a growth of the satellite
manufacturing market from ~US$14 billion in 2017 to
US$20+ billion in 2040, estimating a compounded annual
growth rate (CAGR) of launched satellites of ~11% but a
decrease of cost to manufacture a satellite of ~8% CAGR
[5, p. 10]. The implementation of the CubeSat standard,
use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components, serial
production and additive manufacturing enables optimized and
low cost mass production of satellites, in stark contrast to
previously prevalent methods of satellite production.

CubeSats are a class of satellites of standard size and form
in a wider range of satellites commonly called smallsats. The
definition what qualifies as a smallsat vary. In a Smallsat by
the Numbers 2019 [19] market report by Bryce they use the
mass classification of 600 kg or under for smallsats. Bryce
reports that 663 commercial smallsats were launched during
the period 2012 to 2018 and about two-thirds of these are
owned by Planet and Spire Global, two commercial Earth
observation (EO) companies whose fleets consists of 3U
CubeSats.

There are numerous more examples of implementations
of what can be called smart manufacturing processes and
services, such as the payload integration and satellite
deployment services offered by NanoRacks [20] and ICE
Cubes Services [21], the use of microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) such as the micropropulsion system used
during the PRISMA mission [22], or the 3D-printed rockets
from Relativity [23]. Made In Space, a U.S.-based company
established 2010, performs additive manufacturing services at
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the ISS and is among other solutions developing a platform
designed to manufacture large structures in space [24].

Flexible Payloads
There has been a decline of launched geostationary orbit
(GEO) satellites in recent years. As a response to the change in
requirements and demands from customers, flexible software-
defined payloads are emerging. Being able to reconfigure
up- and downlink coverage, having a variable spectrum and
flexible power distribution to beams is what Airbus Defence
and Space offers as functionalities on their telecom satellites
[25]. This will allow to reprogram a satellite’s mission once in
orbit and a representative of Airbus has said that these flexible
payloads are key for future GEO missions [26]. In an article
posted as part of Northern Sky Research’s blog series titled
Will Software-Defined Satellites Take Off? [27] the author
Carolyn Belle describes the attraction of a software-defined
satellite as follows: ”The ability to change frequency bands,
coverage areas, power allocation, and architecture (widebeam
vs HTS [High-throughput satellite], for example) on-demand,
at any point in satellite lifetime, enables an operator to
capture diverse markets. It can address new applications as
they emerge, compensating if the initial target market falters,
or more simply respond to a re-balancing of demand.”

A software defined satellite architecture called SmartSat
will be integrated into Lockheed Martin’s nanosatellite bus
LM 50. The first two out of currently ten planned programs
will launch in 2019 and the projects will perform technology
demonstration mission, validating the SmartSat capabilities
and 3D-printed components as well as test cloud computing
infrastructure. Rick Ambrose, executive vice president of
Lockheed Martin Space claims this technology will give its
customers unparalleled resiliency and flexibility for changing
mission needs and technology [28].

The Eutelsat Quantum satellite uses a software-based
design and is set to launch during 2019. Built primarily by
Airbus Defence & Space, it has in-orbit reprogrammable
features and Eutelsat believes it may revolutionize telecoms
markets. It will have dynamic beam shaping and vessel
tracking capabilities as well as dynamic traffic shaping [29].

Information and Communications Technology
In their 2016 report [3], SpaceTec stated that the importance
of ICT in space is growing at a steady pace, and is now
dictating the rate of innovation in the space sector rather
than the other way around. ICT is a broad subject and the
majority of sectors presented in Figure 1 are directly within
the ICT field or intimately connected to ICT infrastructure
and processes.

The demand for bandwidth, following the expansion of
downstream space applications and lower cost of access to
space, is growing exponentially. Morgan Stanley estimates
a CAGR until year 2040 of +25% for global mobile data
and +20% for global IP traffic [5, p. 12]. A most significant
contribution to the demand is expected to be generated by
autonomous cars. One vehicle (based on Intel and Google’s
self-driving cars) can use up to 4 TB of data per 90 minutes
[30],[5, p. 13]. This can be compared to the daily data

download to the EO platform operated by Planet. With a
constellation of 150+ active CubeSats, Planet downloads 7+
TB of data on a daily basis [31]. Other major factors said to
increase the demand of bandwidth are from the internet of
things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), virtual and augmented
reality (VR/AR), and video. In early 2017 Cisco published
a white paper [32] presenting forecast and trends in global
and regional IP traffic for years 2017 to 2022. They estimate
that Machine to Machine (M2M) connections will grow from
34% in 2017 to 51% by 2022 and that smartphones will
account for 44% of total IP traffic by 2022, up from 18% in
2017. Internet video surveillance traffic and VR/AR traffic
will increase by a factor of seven and twelve respectively
during 2017 to 2022. The impact of these increases in usage
on the space industry will not be negligible.

The fifth generation cellular network technology, commonly
referred to as 5G, was first deployed in South Korea and
the United States. It will greatly increase the bandwidth,
capability and reliability of cellular broadband, facing trends
such as IoT and M2M. The European Space Agency (ESA)
has partnered with the European space industry in efforts
to develop and demonstrate the added value that satellites
can bring to 5G, claiming useful attributes in areas such as
security, coverage and mobility [33]. The adoption of 5G
will not be immediate and will require coordination and
institutional support, especially in Europe. It is likely that
satellites will play a role in future 5G networks, but technical
studies are still at the early stage [26].

Most innovations in space-related ICT products and
services are dependent on satellite signals or data. Operators
are competing with accessibility and creating bespoke
solutions for their customers. These innovative companies
that make use of satellite data are thriving in this adaptable
environment and are relying on analytics, real-time big data
and visualization tools for their new business models [14,
p. 27].

In the final quarter of 2018 Amazon announced the AWS
Ground Station service. They’ve built 12 ground stations in
a global network and claim they can offer a fully managed
service that will enable customers to command, control,
schedule and download data from satellites, which in turn can
be stored and processed with the use of other Amazon services
and products [34]. In April 2019 the Project Kuiper initiative
was revealed which is Amazon’s entry into the race to provide
broadband internet access via a constellation of satellites. The
plan is to put 3236 satellites into low Earth orbit, offering
”low-latency, high-speed broadband connectivity to unserved
and underserved communities around the world,” according
to an Amazon spokesperson. The company is going to face
competition from the previously mentioned constellations
from SpaceX and OneWeb for instance [35].

Michael Smith, the senior vice president of Kratos’
technology and training division, means that the dynamics on
the ground are rapidly changing in the space communications
segment. Traditional antenna farms must make room for data
centers that can add value in terms of additional capabilities
and services. Cloud-based technologies and infrastructure are
key enablers, accommodating for faster data downloads and
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immediate data processing. Cloud services has the potential
of becoming a staple within space operations, according
to Smith. He identifies that the real challenges, but also
opportunities, lies in Big Data analytics [36]. In a Big Data
Analytics Via Satellite report by Northern Sky Research
(NSR), the satellite-based data analytics market is expected
to grow at a 23.5% CAGR through the coming decade with
global revenue opportunity reaching US$3 billion by 2027
[37].

The radio frequency (RF) spectrums used to communicate
via satellite are becoming crowded, especially in the Ku- and
Ka-bands. Anticipating further congestion and interference
issues, some companies are developing alternatives, the most
prominent perhaps being Optical Satellite Communications
(OSC). Transmitting data by laser have the possibility to
dramatically increase the up- and downlink rate. Set to
launch during 2019, NASA’s Laser Communications Relay
Demonstration (LCRD) mission aims to demonstrate this
technology which can provide data rates 10 to 100 times
better than conventional systems with comparable mass
and power [38]. ESA is running the European Data Relay
System (EDRS), also called ”SpaceDataHighway”, which is
a sophisticated laser communication network consisting of
two geostationary satellites. They use optical for intersatellite
communication and Ka-band for ground [39]. BridgeSat is
an American private company that is developing a global
network of ground stations for OSC solutions as well as
integrating laser communication terminals for use in space.
Another company operating in this area is the American
start-up Analytical Space Inc. They are developing a relay
network of CubeSats in LEO that are equipped with laser
communication. Their hybrid system will be able to receive
data by traditional RF but transmit using lasers [40]. NSR
believes that 96% of the future demand in the OSC market is
driven by the need for mega-constellation inter-satellite links
(ISLs) [41]. According to Transparency Market Research, the
OSC market will develop with a CAGR of 31.5% between
2019 and 2027 [42].

On April 4, 2019 the Danish nanosatellite-manufacturing
company GomSpace issued a press release announcing a
partnership with leading German optical communication
manufacturer Tesat and Norwegian ground station provider
KSAT. The collaboration seeks to introduce and demonstrate
”full optical communications capability for new innovative
small satellite missions and space-based services”, technology
that has previously been reserved only for larger and
expensive satellites. The new technology will be launched in
the PIXL demonstration mission later in 2019 [43].

Understanding why the emerging markets within ICT can
appear and grow, how they are connected to the increase in
bandwidth demand and what this means in terms of satellite
capacity and operations will be an imperative factor for future
successful actors in the satellite communications sector.

Rendezvous & Proximity Operations and In-Orbit
Servicing
On April 7, 2019 the just three year old geostationary satellite
Intelsat-29e suffered a fuel leak. During the following days,

the American company ExoAnalytic Solutions that specializes
in Space Situational Awareness products and services, tracked
the satellite and documented the chain of events. During a
period of about four hours their sensors detected a change in
the brightness of the satellite, which might indicate tumbling,
after which significant gas leakage occurred [44]. Figure 4
shows sequential imagery from the start of the event.

Fig. 4. Cropped Sequential Imagery of the Tracking of Intelsat29-e by
ExoAnalytic Solutions during the Beginning of the April Anomaly. Source:
ExoAnalytic Solutions, New video of Intelsat 29e satellite reveals dramatic
”anomaly”, youtube.

On April 18, the fleet operator Intelsat reported that
their first high-throughput satellite (HTS) Intelsat-29e was
a ”total loss”, after attempts to reestablish connection was
unsuccessful and ExoAnalytic reported tracking of debris
belonging to the satellite [45]. As of April 30, Intelsat is still
searching for the cause of the satellite loss [46].

The anomaly that decommissioned the HTS from Intelsat
is a clear demonstrator of the need and opportunity of the
In-Orbit Servicing (IOS) market. Other than the near-term
opportunity of salvaging entire satellites, NSR identifies
the mid- to long-term opportunities of debris removal and
salvaging parts of defunct satellites. Other possible application
areas are in refueling and life extension, robotic manipulation
such as monitoring, repairing, upgrading and inspecting as
well as orbit raising or de-orbiting. NSR identifies this new
nascent IOS market as having the potential to change space
economics. They forecasts US$4.5 billion in cumulative
revenues from IOS of satellites by 2028, but mentions that it
is an uncertain market environment and that there are lack of
proof-of-concept missions [47][48].

There are numerous initiatives, at various technology
readiness levels (TRL), in the IOS and rendezvous and
proximity operations markets. Few have reached the level of
actual in-space demonstration. Effective Space is a company
with headquarters in the UK that develops the ~400 kg SPACE
DRONE™ spacecraft, that is able to deliver station-keeping
and attitude-control services, relocation and de-orbiting as
well as inclination and orbit correction. Their first signed
contract will see two spacecrafts being launched in 2020 to
extend the life of two communication satellites [49].

Airbus Defense & Space has also identified IOS as part
of a future major disruption in the space landscape. Their
new concept of services called O.CUBED will be operated
by a new class of spacecraft’s called SpaceTug’s and are
designed specifically to cater to IOS needs. On 20 June
2018 the RemoveDEBRIS mission satellite was launched
from the ISS which has since demonstrated two space
debris removal techniques, the first being the use of a net to
capture a deployed simulated target. On 8 February 2019,
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the spacecraft fired a harpoon that successfully penetrated a
simulated target. The mission also utilized advanced Vision
Based Navigation (VBN) systems [50].

SpaceLogistics LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Northrop Grumman, claims to be able to provide IOS to
geostationary satellites with their proposed fleet of commercial
servicing vehicles. Among future capabilities are detailed
robotic inspections, installation of augmentation modules and
robotic repairs [51].

NASA is also focusing some efforts on IOS. The Restore-
L mission that is scheduled to launch in 2022 will test
autonomous rendezvous and grasping with telerobotic
refueling and relocation on a satellite in LEO owned by the
U.S. government. There are several new technologies that
are key in making servicing missions a success, for instance
autonomous, real-time navigation system and dexterous
robotic arms according to NASA [52].

Human Spaceflight and Space Tourism
Space Angels declared that ”with multiple crewed spacecraft
coming online, 2019 will undoubtedly be the Year of
Commercial Space Travel.” [13], a statement most likely
derived from the milestones reached by SpaceX, Blue Origin
and Virgin Galactic. In a report titled 2018-2023 Global
Space Tourism Market Report (Status and Outlook) LP
Information, a market research company, projects that Space
Tourism will progress at a 17.3% CAGR in terms of revenue,
reaching ~US$1.3 by year 2023, up from US$490 million in
2017 [53].

SpaceX’s announcement made in September 2018 revealed
the first paying passenger on the Starship spacecraft, set to fly
a trip around the moon in 2023. Yusaku Maezawa, a Japanese
billionaire and entrepreneur, bought all possible seats on the
spaceship and intends on inviting artists to join him on the
journey. Elon Musk stated that initial ”hopping” tests for the
vehicle will begin in March 2019. The development of the
Starship and its companion launch vehicle the Super Heavy
are essential to Musk’s long-term vision of establishing a
permanent Mars settlement and to make life multiplanetary
[54].

The Crew Dragon capsule, designed to start ferrying
humans into Earth orbit and eventually the Moon, returned to
Earth at March 8 2019 after a six-day test flight to the ISS.
The unmanned flight was a success and takes SpaceX one
step closer to their goal of flying the two seasoned American
astronauts, Douglas G. Hurley and Robert L. Behnken, this
year on the Crew Dragon Demo-2 mission to the ISS [55].
However, on April 20 the Dragon vehicle experienced an
anomaly during ground testing and was completely destroyed,
an event which will inevitably cause serious delays [56]. This
mission is part of phase two of NASA’s Commercial Crew
Program in which NASA payed SpaceX US$2.6 billion and
Boeing US$4.2 billion to ”return human spaceflight launches
from American soil on missions to the International Space
Station”. Boeing is developing the Crew Space Transportation
(CST)-100 Starliner spacecraft which, similar to the Crew
Dragon, will be completely autonomous although manual
backup controls do exist. The first uncrewed flight test

mission of the CST-100 Starliner is temporarily targeted for
August 2019, followed by crewed flights in late 2019 [57].

The Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) is a space
capsule being developed by NASA and ESA. The prime
contractor is Lockheed Martin that is building the command
module while European Airbus is building the service module.
The vehicle, designed for deep space, will be capable of
sending astronauts to the Moon, asteroids and eventually
Mars. The total funding for the Orion program between 2006
to 2018 is equivalent to US$18.1 billion, adjusted to 2018
dollars, which does not include the cost of the launcher [58].
An upcoming milestone for this project is the Orion Ascent
Abort-2 Test targeted for June 12, 2019 that will test the
vehicles capability of returning a crew safely in case of an
emergency during launch [59].

Blue Origin’s vision is ”a future where millions of
people are living and working in space.” Their suborbital
spaceflight-vehicle New Shepard is designed to take payload
and people to space, including paying customers. In one of
their more recent mission, NS-10, they successfully flew eight
NASA-sponsored research payloads to space, progressing the
company towards flying tourists on 11-minute flights to space
[60].

In early 2016 the second SpaceShipTwo rocket plane
from Virgin Galactic christened the VSS Unity, was unveiled
in front of hundred of employees and future commercial
astronauts. In 2019 the suborbital vehicle flew to the edge
of space for the second time on February 22, reaching an
apogee of almost 90 kilometers. The plane is released from
a carrier aircraft called WhiteKnightTwo at an approximate
height of 15 kilometers, after which it fires its hybrid rocket
motor to reach space. In its re-entry ”Feathering” phase,
the wings and tail booms are rotated upwards to control
the aerodynamic forces [61]. According to an article from
the Sun, a ticket with VSS Unity will cost about US$250
thousand and Richard Branson hopes to see a non-test flight
in July 2019 [62].

World View is a private American, so called near-space
exploration company that is currently developing their World
View Experience concept, set to take place onboard their
Voyager vehicle. It is a stratospheric balloon capsule designed
to carry six passengers to a height of about 30 kilometers,
where it floats for 2 hours before beginning the descent.
Tickets are offered for US$75 thousand, but the company is
not disclosing information when the maiden trip will take
place. They are routinely flying payloads to the edge of space
with the Stratollite vehicle, that according to World View is
”a remotely operated, navigable vehicle that can remain aloft
for days, weeks, and months on end” [63].

The operations of the ISS was extended by the Obama
administration to at least 2024. On June 7 this year NASA
unveiled an initiative to allow for commercial use of the
ISS and there has been efforts in Congress to extend the
operational status of the station through 2030 [64]. This
will then continue to offer an interface for the Bigelow
Expandable Activity Module (BEAM) built by the Bigelow
Aerospace company. It was first attached to the station and
filled with air in 2016 and is currently used as a storage
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facility and as an important technology demonstrator for
Bigelow. Long-term use of BEAM will provide NASA and
Bigelow with performance data, necessary to advance efforts
in research regarding expandable space habitat technology
[65]. Following the successful orbital launches of Genesis I
and Genesis II, BEAM is the precursor to what can become
the first commercial space station, B330. In its current
proposed design titled XBASE, it is a fully autonomous
stand-alone space station that will attach to ISS and house up
to six crew members. The company have also shown interest
in operating their own stand-alone space station, in LEO as
well as in Lunar orbit.

Bigelow Aerospace is not without future competition as
Axiom Space aims to launch its first two modules to ISS
in 2022, and thus becoming the world’s first commercial
space station. The independent Axiom Station will provide
a continuation of human presence in LEO after our current
space station retires, offering its customers a seven to ten day
stay for an approximate cost of US$55 million [66].

A report from IDA Science & Technology Policy Institute
titled Market Analysis of a Privately Owned and Operated
Space Station explores the economical possibilities of a
commercial space station. They identified 21 activities
that have the potential to generate revenues. Sorted into
categories, the three biggest, in terms of possible revenue,
are: Manufacturing products and services for use on Earth
(specifically high-grade silicon carbide and fiber optic cable),
activities supporting the satellite sector (especially on-orbit
assembly or servicing) and human habitat or destination for
private space flight participants or government astronauts
[67].

Deep Space Exploration
One underlying driving force behind many endeavors in space
is the urge to explore. Since the early era of space exploration
during the fifties and sixties, commonly referred to as the
”Space Race”, humans have walked on the moon, established
an international space station, sent rovers to Mars, visited all
planets and many moons in our solar system with spacecrafts
and sent probes into interstellar space.

NASA’s current deep space exploration system has seen
progress in recent time. The president directed NASA to
land American astronauts on the moon by 2024, a challenge
accepted by NASA. The deep space exploration program,
running in parallel with the Commercial Crew Program,
will consist of a series of complex missions, starting with
Exploration Mission-1 (EM-1) in June 2020. It will be the
first integrated test of the Orion spacecraft, the Space Launch
System (SLS) rocket and the ground systems at Kennedy
Space Center. In EM-1, the Orion capsule will ”fly farther
than any spacecraft built for humans has ever flown” and
”stay in space longer than any ship for astronauts has done
without docking to a space station” [68]. As part of secondary
payload during EM-1, 13 CubeSats will also be deployed,
many which will scan the lunar surface for water. The mission
will be the first for the SLS, a rocket that is to be the most
powerful in existence. The SLS program has received a total
of US$15 billion in funding between the years 2011 and

2018.
The following missions, EM-2 and EM-3 is scheduled for

June 2022 and in 2024 respectively. In the second mission
the Orion capsule will carry a crew of four in a free-return
trajectory of the moon and in the third, the first modules of the
Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway (LOP-G) is to be delivered.
The LOP-G is a NASA-led project of creating a lunar orbiting
station with collaboration from most major space agencies.
ESA is building the communications and connecting module
called ESPRIT, part of the main international habitation
module as well as the Orion service module. Figure 5 shows
a conceptual image of the LOP-G in which the different
collaborators and their contributions are shown.

Fig. 5. Graphic Concept for Gateway Configuration. Source: NASA, Gateway
Configuration Concept 5 March 2019.

The Gateway is much smaller than the ISS and the as-
tronauts are expected to stay a maximum of three months
onboard, compared to on the ISS where missions up to six
months is typical. The Gateway will serve as a research station
for science and technology, while also offering replacement or
refueling service for future spaceflights to Mars. NASA would
also like the Gateway to function as a shuttle station to the
lunar surface. The current target for having a fully assembled
station is for year 2026 [69].

NASA seeks to partner with private U.S. companies to
develop reusable landing systems for future manned Moon
landings. Establishing a lunar base is seen as a crucial and
important step towards sending astronauts to Mars and ac-
cording to NASA administrator Jim Bridenstine: ”This time,
when we go to the moon, we will stay.” which signifies a
different vision than that of previous manned Moon missions.
Having a sustainable presence will require a new class of
power systems, highly capable and autonomous rovers and
robots as well as In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) abilities,
to name a few. Two companies that are focused on commercial
lunar opportunities are Moon Express and Astrobotic, both
formed with the intent to win the Google Lunar X Prize [70].
Moon Express have planned expeditions and have developed
robotic exploration vehicles in pursuit of their main goal of
opening ”the lunar frontier for all of us, ultimately expanding
Earth’s economic and social spheres to our 8th continent, the
Moon” [71]. The Space Angels-backed company Astrobotic is
developing space robotics technology for lunar and planetary
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missions, with a wide range of possible applications. They
want to deliver payloads to the surface of the Moon for
its customers, one of them being ATLAS Space Operations
Inc., the U.S. leader in cloud-based satellite management and
control services that seeks to establish the first-ever laser
communications terminal on the surface [72].

A concept that has the potential to revolutionize space
exploration is that of asteroid mining. One of the primary
goals is to be able to extract water that can be used to
produce fuel. Asteroids with a high enough water content in
favorable orbits could then be used as propellant depots, sig-
nificantly lowering the cost of refueling spacecrafts. Another
goal of asteroid mining is to mine for precious metals and
other building materials, either to send back to Earth or for
manufacturing in space. A company that has made progress
in its endeavor to mine asteroids are Planetary Resources. It
was co-founded by Peter Diamandis (X PRIZE Foundation,
International Space University, Space Adventures Ltd.) in
2009 under the name of Arkyd Astronautics. In April 2018
Planetary Resources reached a milestone when its Arkyd-6,
a 6U CubeSat, successfully passed all of its mission goals
and thus becoming the first commercial fully functional mid-
wave infrared imager operated in space. The technology is
needed to inspect asteroids and detect water content. Their
future spacecraft Arkyd-301 will launch probes that penetrates
the surface of the asteroid to further analyze the physical
composition [73].

On April 25 2019, a Japanese spacecraft called Hayabusa2
that was launched in December 2014 by the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA), successfully blasted a crater into
an asteroid called Ryugu. After the impactor was ejected,
Hayabusa2 ducked behind cover for two weeks to avoid any
flying debris and has now begun its approach in order to collect
a sample [74]. Figure 6 shows imagery taken by Hayabusa2
of the impact site. In the middle image the impactor can be
seen on its trajectory towards the surface, and the right image
shows the crater created by the blast.

Fig. 6. Imagery of the Impact Site, Impactor and Crater on Ryugu. Source:
JAXA, HAYABUSA2@JAXA, Twitter.

A Swedish initiative in this area is the Beyond Atlas mission
in which a 12U CubeSat will be sent to a so called ”quasi-
satellite” asteroid that are orbiting Earth. It is a private initia-
tive with goals such as reaching the asteroid and measuring
its spin, size and composition as well as taking images [75].

In a market report released January 2019 by Allied Market
Research, the global asteroid mining market is expected to
reach a value of US$3.8 billion by 2025, growing at a CAGR
of 24.4% from 2018 [76].

B. Swedish Space Corporation
The first Swedish sounding rocket was launched in 1961 from
an area called Kronogård in the municipality of Jokkmokk,
northern Sweden. The construction of Esrange, the European
Space and Sounding Rocket Range began in 1964 by the
organization that was to become ESA in order to advance the
sounding rocketry operations. SSC, then Rymdbolaget, was
founded in 1972 and took ownership over Esrange.

Seven satellites were developed by SSC, the first being
launched in 1986. In 2013 SSC adopted and formulated a
new vision and strategy to become a leading global provider
of advanced space services and no longer develop and sell
products [77]. NanoSpace, OHB Sweden and ECAPS are
examples of divested divisions from SSC.

Today SSC operates in 20 locations across the world, in 10
countries, with over 500 employees and is the owner of one
of the biggest global networks of ground stations for satellite
communications in the world. Over 560 rockets have been
launched from Esrange and 640 stratospheric balloons, and
150 satellite passages are handled on a daily basis.

Figure 7 shows a map detailing SSC presence across the
world.

Fig. 7. SSC Global Presence. Source: SSC, Hållbarhetsredovisning 2018.

The corporation have three divisions with different business
areas, Satellite Management Services, Science Services and
Engineering Services. This section briefly introduces the three
divisions and the services they provide.

1) Satellite Management Services
Owners and operators of satellites have an essential need of
having a reliable connection to their spacecrafts. They must be
able to send commands and instructions via uplink and receive
data by a downlink. Some choose to perform these tasks
themselves and other outsource these services completely or
partly. With the SSC Ground Network, Satellite Management
Services (SaMS) relays the signals between the customer
on the ground and the satellite, thus providing an access to
the satellite as well as delivering data to the customer. All
or parts of the Telemetry, Tracking & Command (TT&C)
data and the raw data from instruments can be relayed and
delivered to customers. SSC can also perform processing
services of raw data. SSC helps with routine operations as
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well as more specialized and critical TT&C services such as
Launch & Early Operation Phase (LEOP) services, launcher
tracking, End-of-Life and drift/re-positioning services.

The broad range of services offered by SaMS enable SSC to
deliver bespoke solutions for customers, both commercial and
governmental, that operates in different areas and industries
such as telecommunications and media broadcasts, weather,
climate and environment science, and urban planning.

In order to face the challenges and difference in
requirements regarding constellations and smaller satellites
a new concept of services called SSC Infinity has been
developed. It should meet the demands of the constellation
operators that might require more flexible, frequent and
low-cost data transfers [77].

2) Science Services
The science division at SSC offers launching services by
sounding rockets or stratospheric balloons and development
and integration of experiments and payloads. The clients
are often international science institutions, space agencies or
companies that require access to micro-g or high altitude for
their research.

Science services can help customers with the entire process
of developing and flying a payload, starting with mission
concept definition to decide and select launch vehicle and
facility. Many experiments and scientific payloads are built
and developed in-house at SSC based on requirements from
the scientists, as part of system engineering services, which
includes integration, verification and testing. The development
of the launch vehicle, the pre-launch preparations and the
actual launch and flight operations can be handled by SSC
as well as the payload recovery and analysis. Examples of
customers can be found in many space science fields such
as astrophysics, astronomy and particle physics as well as in
biology and medicine.

To meet the greatly increased demand of launch capabilities
for smaller satellites, SSC has initiated SmallSat Express. It
is to be a dedicated launch service for small satellites from
Esrange, with the first launch aimed for 2021. SSC also
operates and develops a Test bed facility for customers that
wishes to test and validate various systems and platforms such
as launch vehicles, rocket motors, parachutes and parabolic
flights [77].

3) Engineering Services
The third division offers engineering services for space
agencies such as ESA and Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und
Raumfahrt (DLR), primarily at the customers premises such
as ESOC and Eumetsat in Darmstadt, ESTEC in Noordwijk
and ESAC in Madrid. The engineers provides complete
spacecraft engineering and operations services, training and
simulations, systems engineering and software development
as well as space consultancy. Core competencies in the
engineering services division includes earth observation,
human spaceflight, commercial telecommunications and
navigation.

SSC has an objective of expanding the division, both
by acquisition and by organic growth. In recent years the

collaboration aspect between the divisions has been gaining
more priority, efforts in which engineering services will
play an important role because of its wide spectrum of
competences [77].

IV. SELECTED TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGIES

This chapter presents three selected trends studied in more
detail. They are characterized by the rapidly growing number
of space actors, usage of data for space companies and the
need for working infrastructure not bounded to Earth. This
chapter forms the primary basis of discussion for Chapter V.

A. Space Situational Awareness

In the beginning of 2019 the number of functional satellites
in Earth orbit were about ~1950 according to the European
Space Agency (ESA). With statistical models the number of
objects greater than 10 cm is estimated to be 34 000, the
objects between 1 cm to 10 cm is around 900 000 and the
objects in size between 1 mm and 1 cm is estimated to be
128 million. Of these debris objects about 22 300 are regularly
tracked and cataloged by surveillance networks [78]. Orbital
debris poses a significant threat to satellite operations and
to maintaining a safe space environment. With the world’s
increasing dependence of space operations and the emerging
presence of new actors in space, the vulnerabilities to the
space infrastructure are obvious. Keeping accurate and precise
awareness of satellites and debris are considered critical for
safe and sustainable operations in space.

Figure 8 shows the evolution in time of the number of
objects in certain orbits around Earth, as reported by ESA
in their Annual Space Environment report [79].

Fig. 8. Evolution of Number of Objects in All Orbits. Source: ESA’s Annual
Space Environment Report, 4 June 2019.

Figure 9 shows the evolution in time of the tons of mass
located in different orbits.

Figure 8 clearly shows that the majority of objects resides
in LEO (as shown in red), which here is defined as the orbital
regime up to an altitude of 2000 km. Figure 9 however
indicates that a comparable amount of mass is in GEO
(shown in green) as to the amount of mass in LEO.

The orbital lifetime of objects in Earth orbit are dependent
on a multitude of factors, including mass m and cross-sectional
area A of the object as well as atmospheric conditions. It
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Fig. 9. Evolution of Mass in All Orbits. Source: ESA’s Annual Space
Environment Report, 4 June 2019.

can be shown that solar activity has a large effect on the
particle density of the upper layers of the atmosphere and
will thus be a significant factor to consider when estimating
atmospheric drag, the main component impacting orbital
decay at LEO. Solar activity can be adequately represented by
the solar radio flux at 10.7 cm wavelength F10.7 and the Ap
geomagnetic index. A simple model to estimate the orbital
lifetime with respect to atmospheric conditions was created
by IPS Radio & Space Services, a department of the Bureau
of Meteorology of the Australian Government [80]. Figure
10 shows the orbital lifetime of a satellite with a mass m of
100 kg and a cross-sectional area A of 1 m2 in a circular
orbit, as a function of initial altitude. The satellite is said to
re-entry when it has descended to an altitude of 180 km. The
atmospheric parameters F10.7 and Ap is set to 120 solar flux
unit and 10 respectively, corresponding to estimated average
values based on [81][82].

Fig. 10. Lifetime of a Typical Satellite in 300 to 500 km Orbital Regime.
Data Source: Satellite Orbital Decay Calculations Program, IPS Radio and
Space Services, 1999 [80].

The orbital lifetime of objects in orbits with altitude over
500 km quickly reaches decades. One source gives a rough
lifetime estimate of objects in circular or near circular orbits of
500 km and 700 km to be 10 years and 100 years respectively
[83].

Figure 11 shows the monthly number of cataloged objects
in Earth orbit as reported by NASA.

Two critical events are highlighted in Figure 11, the 2007

2009 Iridium-Cosmos Collision

2007 Fengyun-1C ASAT test

Fig. 11. Monthly Number of Cataloged Objects in Earth Orbit by Object
Type. Source: NASA, Orbital Debris Quarterly News, Volume 22, Issues 1
February 2018.

Fengyun-1C anti-satellite (ASAT) test and the 2009 collision
between Iridium 33 and Cosmos 2251. The ASAT test of
the decommissioned Chinese weather satellite Fengyun-1C
resulted in complete destruction of the satellite and over 3000
pieces of debris were tracked as a result [84]. The collision
between the inactive Russian Cosmos 2251-satellite and the
active communication satellite Iridium 33 that occurred in
2009 resulted in nearly 2000 orbital debris objects. Even
though the U.S. and Russian military had accurate tracking
data of the satellites no warnings were issued to the operator
of the functioning satellite [85].

On the 27th of March 2019 India carried out an ASAT test
on a 740 kg satellite. A collision simulation performed by
AGI concluded that approximately 6500 debris fragments at
an initial altitude of 282 km was released after the impact.
Debris objects that stay at this altitude will decay within
weeks due to atmospheric drag. NASA administrator Jim
Bridenstine said that the agency had identified 400 pieces of
orbital debris, 60 of which were trackable and 24 that had
an apogee above the ISS. ”These kinds of activities sets a
risky precedent and are not sustainable or compatible with
human spaceflight” according to Bridenstine [86]. Further
investigation and research from AGI showed that at least a
dozen fragments reached altitudes above 1000 kilometers and
one fragment reached an apogee of 2200 kilometers, which has
the potential to stay more than a year in orbit [87]. Figure 12
shows two sequential screenshots from an analysis and debris
simulation video created by AGI.

The planned mega constellations by commercial companies
such as SpaceX, OneWeb and Amazon add to the growing
concerns about increasing rate of collisions. Simulations
estimating expected collisions per year (if the SpaceX and
OneWeb constellations are added to the current constellations
in LEO) shows that within its first 20 years in orbit, the
SpaceX constellation is expected to cause one collision
annually [88]. The expected debris release from such a
collision is certainly smaller in size compared to the 2009
Iridium-Cosmos collision but adding debris, regardless of
size, in popular LEO regimes can have severe consequences.
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Fig. 12. Still Screenshots from an Analysis and Debris Simulation Video
from AGI on the 2019 Indian Anti-Satellite Weapon Test. To left is shown
the target satellite, Microsat-R and the interceptor IndiaASAT. The right image
shows the created orbital debris fragments shortly after impact. Source: AGI,
2019 Indian Anti-Satellite Weapon Test - Updated, youtube.

In 1978 Donald J. Kessler published a paper discussing the
creation of a debris belt by collision of artificial satellites [89].
He described what would be coined the ”Kessler Syndrome”
that predicted future cascading of collisions in orbit as [90]
”Each collision would also produce several hundred objects
large enough to catalogue, increasing the rate that future
collision breakups would occur... resulting in an exponential
growth in the collision rate and debris population.”, a scenario
in which no new objects is placed into orbit by man [89,
p. 6]. Kessler further argues that most of the collisions will
occur in an altitude range between 800 and 1000 km, a
prediction that holds even more true today.

In the beginning of 2018 the Inter-Agency Space Debris
Coordination Committee (IADC) reported that the previously
established guidelines requesting the deorbit of space objects
after an orbital lifetime of 25 years in the LEO region is
considered insufficient and that ”no apparent trend towards
a better implementation is observed” [91, p. 13]. The
bottom-most graph in Figure 3 shows the low amount of
launched nanosats being equipped with propulsion modules
since 1998. In an interview conducted on the 26th of February
2019 with Robert Feierbach that works with Strategic Market
Development at SSC, he mentioned that the satellite operators
in the industry are in fact asking for better regulation in this
area and that the serious entrepreneurs are realizing that the
lack of guidelines are a threat to the future growth of their
businesses. Feierbach also touched upon the fact that very
few nanosats have thrusters, i.e. maneuvering capabilities,
and are essentially space rocks in orbit.

1) Definition of Space Situational Awareness
There is currently no common accepted definition of space
situational awareness (SSA). The focus in this text is of the
physical interference between objects in orbit around Earth, the
methods and technologies of detection, tracking, identification
and characterization of space-objects as well as the output of
such cataloging and analyzing processes. ESA defines their
SSA operations to include monitoring space weather (SWE),
watching for near-Earth objects (NEO) and space surveillance
and tracking (SST). The last topic of SST will be considered in
this project whereas the first two, SWE and NEO are excluded.

In a report from IDA Science & Technology Policy In-
stitute from 2018 titled Global Trends in Space Situational

Awareness (SSA) and Space Traffic Management (STM) their
methodology proposes an analytical framework for a space
traffic system that clearly shows and segments the different
areas in SSA. Figure 13 shows this framework, adapted from
Figure 1-1 in [88].

Fig. 13. Analytical Framework for SSA Systems. Source: IDA STPI, Global
Trends in SSA and STM.

The data collection of SSA consists of having ground-
or space-based sensors gather information about the space
environment, i.e. watching for active and inactive satellites,
discarded launch stages, fairing parts and other orbital debris.
This information forms the basis of the cataloging process
in which objects are identified, characterized and tracked
to as high accuracy and reliability as possible. The orbit
of each cataloged object are determined, monitored and
updated when necessary. Further analysis on the objects in
the catalog can be carried out which can result in products
and services that deal with a vast array of applications,
such as conjunction assessments, fragmentation detection
and propagation, collision and debris avoidance etc. Possible
synergies between these services and products and the main
catalog can be realized.

The overarching data sharing block is included to visualize
an important cross distribution of information between the
different segments and actors. SSA was previously a field
dominated by the United States Department of Defense (DoD),
but with emerging trends in the space environment comes
new actors and players that enables a more commercially
viable business climate in which data sharing might be a
major factor.

The currently available public catalog space-track from the
United States is considered inadequate by many [88],[92]
and there is high demand of a larger, more precise and
accurate catalog with fewer limitations such as not including
information about uncertainties. Establishing self-reliant SSA
networks has also been a growing desire of many nations in
the past years as well as being a more active participant in
the international SSA community.

In a market report from Markets and Markets published in
May 2018 on the Space Situational Awareness Market they
estimate the total SSA market to be worth US$1.15 billion
in 2018. The projected growth is at a CAGR of 4.54% until
2023 where it reaches a value of US$1.44 billion [93].
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2) Data Collection
This subsection describes the different types of sensors used
in the data collection segment of SSA. Figure 14 shows the
detection volumes in Earth’s orbital regimes most commonly
operated on by radar or passive radio-frequency and optical
sensors. It highlights the advantageous far-range capability
of optical and the larger width of radar sensors while also
detailing a combined region where more accurate data may
be generated by fusing multiple measurement sources.

Fig. 14. Schematic Image of Preferred Detection Volumes of Ground-Based
Radar and Optical Sensors. Source: AGI.

Optical
Optical telescopes detect and track objects mainly in
geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) or medium Earth orbit
(MEO). The far distance capability is an advantage compared
to other types of sensors and the size of detectable objects is
typically ≥10 cm. The disadvantages are that sensing is only
possible during nighttime and is also influenced by weather
and pollution. Since these types of sensors require constant
moving parts – a higher maintenance cost is to be expected.

The number of optical sensors used for SSA has been
growing since 2010. The Russian-based International
Scientific Optical Network (ISON) increased its numbers of
sensors from ~13 in 2010 to over 90 in 2017 and the number
of observatories has nearly doubled in the same period.
The largest network of optical sensors is operated by the
U.S.-based company ExoAnalytic that have 275 telescopes
at 25 sites. ExoAnalytic leverages the fact that the cost for
optical sensor technology is decreasing together with the
increasing need of better global coverage [88].

Space-based optical telescopes eliminates the negative
effects of atmospheric conditions and mitigates the time of
day lighting challenge to some extent. There are only a few
examples of optical SSA satellites currently in use, most being
operated by governmental programs. In the beginning of May
2019 a Swedish-American 6U CubeSat called SPARC-1 was
launched from New Zealand. Its payloads are experiments to
explore technology developments in avionics miniaturization,
software defined radio systems, and SSA [94]. The SSA
experiment is controlled by Totalförsvarets Forskningsinstitut
(FOI) and is a star tracker-camera that will be used to capture
reflexes from other satellites and objects, thus providing data
that can be used for SSA purposes [95].

The private sector is showing interest in space-based optical
telescopes mainly from the current and future constellation
operators Planet, SpaceX and Chandah Space Technologies.
Another venture seeking to operate in this sector is the
Australian company Inovor Technologies that highlights
capabilities such as ”observing from multiple vantage
points at the same time to support object characterization”
and ”better support for emerging space activities such as
rendezvous for on-orbit servicing” [96].

Radar
Radar has historically been the backbone of SSA. These
systems are primarily used for objects in LEO due to the
extremely high power requirements for tracking in higher
orbits. These systems are not impacted by weather or time of
day and offer more flexibility in terms of modes of operation.
Radars typically have few moving parts since the beams
can be electronically steered and thus has lower associated
maintenance costs, but the setup cost is significantly higher
than for instance optical systems. Radar sensors are capable
of detecting objects down to 2 cm in LEO [88, p. 33].

Radar sensing technology does not experience the same
decrease in cost as optical. Some governments are repurposing
already existing radar facilities built for science or missile
defense to function for SSA use. The Space Fence system
currently being developed by Lockheed Martin for the U.S.
Air Force is a highly capable S-band radar system that will,
when operational, increase the amount of tracked object
by almost 10 fold. There are few commercial companies
operating with radar sensing, one of them being the U.S.-
based company LeoLabs. They seek to greatly expand
their network by the end of 2019 by having a total of six
operational radars at strategic locations. Their approach is
heavily based on having advanced computer software and
they have already demonstrated value [88]. According to
their website, their platform offers visualization, searchable
catalog including ground tracks and products that can find
conjunctions and detect changes to orbits [97]. Their current
operational radar sites are in Alaska and Texas, hosting the
Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR) and Midland
Space Radar (MSR) respectively. Both are phased array
radars which means that the radio waves are electronically
steered. The LeoLabs catalog tracks more than 14 thousand
objects.

Characteristics that feasibly can be derived from radar
measurements include orbital elements, attitude, size and
object mass, material properties and more.

Radio Frequency
Although being a historically less popular sensing technology
for SSA, Radio Frequency (RF) capabilities might find its
place in the demanding future market. RF sensors are only
capable of tracking active satellites that are transmitting
signals and as for radar sensors, RF are not weather-
dependent. A lot of nations, including Sweden, have vast
arrays of RF sensors since these have traditionally been used
for telemetry, tracking and command (TT&C) and some of
these are being repurposed into SSA applications.
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The commercial sector is experiencing growth. The U.S.-
based company Kratos Defense & Security Solutions have a
global network of 21 sites, hosting more than 80 sensors and
claim to use advanced analytic tools in their SSA services
such as machine learning and AI [98].

Space-based RF systems are rare but commercial
constellation companies are investigating these opportunities
and are planning on putting RF sensors onboard their satellites.

Laser Ranging
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) is an emerging technology
and can be considered to be a R&D area of SSA. It has
the capability of providing precise orbit determination by
measuring time of flight of a laser transmission, using this
reflection to compute both distance and speed. The most
cooperative objects are those fitted with laser retroreflectors.

A unique application of SLR that is being developed and
tested by Electro Optic Systems in Australia is that of orbit
altering of space debris. By tracking the object and increasing
the laser’s power output, the aim is to nudge the object out
of its current orbit [88].

3) Data Processing
The data collection segment represents the detection & track-
ing element of SSA. The sensors provide measurements used
to identify and characterize the objects, and the attainable
information differs depending on the type of sensor used to
collect the data. The main objective of the data processing
segment is to generate and update a catalog. The catalog
contains information about the detected objects, such as their
orbits and physical properties. The space-track catalog that is
managed by the Combined Space Operations Center (CSpOC),
a department of the U.S. Air Force, delivers object positional
data in the form of Two-line Element (TLE). Figure 15
provides an overview of the process of updating a catalog.

Fig. 15. Catalog Update Process.

Pre-processing is required to assign a timestamp to the
incoming raw data from the sensors. The data is then checked
with the existing catalog entries to see if it correlates, i.e. if
the object is already in the catalog, in which case the orbit of
the object is updated. If it is determined to not correlate, an
initial orbit determination (IOD) sequence is initiated which
includes scheduling repeated observations to validate the data
[99].

One type of SSA catalog is provided for free by the U.S.
Government and its Space Surveillance Network (SSN). The

models and algorithms used for the data in this catalog are not
openly available. This lack of transparency and flexibility is
one of the driving forces behind many of the current initiatives
in the SSA sector [88], where nations and companies seek to
establish independent systems. There are numerous examples
of companies and governmental programs working with
enhancing and interpreting the data in the publicly available
catalogs. Data fusion opportunities between catalog data,
operator ephemerides and other data exists and are utilized.
The previously mentioned ExoAnalytic and LeoLabs are two
companies that are also building their own sensor networks
thus creating services and products not reliant on SSN.

The methods and software that deals with the processing of
SSA data is becoming increasingly more capable. By fusing
data from multiple data sources (hybrid observational data:
optical-RF, optical-radar, etc.) more robust SSA catalogs can
be developed. Paired with the data sharing phenomena and
emergence of SSA consortia this trend is likely to grow.
The Space Data Association (SDA) offers a platform that
delivers conjunction assessments and warning services based
on ephemeris data provided by the SDA members. It fuses
information from multiple sources as well as from different
formats [100].

There are expectations that observational data within the
SSA domain will become effectively free and available.
Robert Feierbach said that the sensor market and data
collection part will become commoditized in the short term,
which is also a trend identified in the IDA report [88, p. 58].

4) Data Services & Products
The SSA catalog forms the dataset that more sophisticated
services and products requires. Owners or operators (O/Os)
need information about their spacecrafts orbit, location,
velocity and attitude to properly operate and perform control
actions. The Spaceflight Safety Handbook for Satellite
Operators [101] published for space-track users explains the
spaceflight safety process and their associated services.

The conjunction assessment (CA) process identifies close
approaches between active satellites and other cataloged space
objects. Data from the SSN catalog is enhanced through
a more refined model implementing ”Special Perturbation”
orbit propagation theory which enables the system to
automatically perform more accurate orbit determination
(OD) multiple times per day and per active satellite. The
position and velocity of each observed object is logged in
a High Accuracy Catalog (HAC). The orbital trajectories of
the objects in HAC are screened towards each other. The
screening process identifies possible conjunctions based on
specific criteria and alerts satellite O/Os in cases of close
approach. Based on the CA information, the O/Os can initiate
a collision avoidance (COLA) process which plans and
executes a maneuver in response to a close approach. If such
a maneuver is performed, estimated ephemeris information is
shared from the O/Os to be updated in the HAC which in
turn delivers updated OD values. This exchange of data is
continued until the time of closest approach.

The CA and COLA processes described above are services
offered by CSpOC through different SSA sharing agreements.
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They also offer more advanced services such as launch
specific conjunction assessment and early orbit determination,
disposal/End-of-Life support and deorbit and reentry support.

The congestion threat in the LEO-regime has spurred the
development of better and more sophisticated SSA software
solutions. Cloud-based platforms, automation and machine
learning are technologies applied and studied by companies
and organizations to handle larger databases and to be able
to make timely assessments. Performing COLA maneuvers
will undoubtedly have a higher incidence of affecting other
spacecrafts if performed in more crowded orbits. One study
estimated that SpaceX would receive 7.2 million conjunction
warnings per year when the Starlink constellation is fully
deployed [88, p. 19]. These kind of figures serves as an
indication of the emerging need for improved prediction and
analysis tools.

Companies and organizations such as AGI, ExoAnalytic,
LeoLabs and SDA are focusing some efforts on developing
software to aggregate high volumes of data. In regard to the
capabilities of Space Fence, Robert Feierbach explained that
people in the industry will get lost in all the available data
and outdated software and systems will not be able to handle
the required processing. Other companies that are leveraging
sophisticated data analytic tools such as AI and ML in their
SSA and STM oriented research efforts are start-ups Slingshot
Aerospace [102] and Cognitive Space [103].

The progression of the SSA product market is summarized
by IDA Science & Technology Policy Institute as [88,
p. 45]: ”SSA products will continue improving as a result
of several drivers: data volumes increasing with greater
global coverage, increasing sensor capability, increasing
ability to fuse different data types, improved understanding
of theory-based modeling, and improved data processing
capabilities that allow the provision of value-added actionable
information.”

5) Interviews
This subsection contains parts of transcripts from interviews
conducted during the course of this project, with the topic of
discussion being SSA and STM.

Dr. Brandon Jones
Dr. Brandon Jones is a doctor and an assistant professor
at the Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
faculty at The University of Texas at Austin. The interview
was conducted via email on March 5.

When asked about the importance of SSA with regard to
the globalization and commercialization trends of the space
industry, Dr. Jones replied: ”The New Space paradigm will
require Space Traffic Management (STM) to succeed. This is
becoming increasingly important, and STM will be necessary
as costs to access space decrease. Without SSA, there is no
STM”.

Research plays an important part in the SSA segment and
for nascent products and services. Even though Dr. Jones
prefaced his answer with describing that this changes over
time, he had this to say concerning the most crucial research
topics in SSA: ”In regards to SSA, the topic that nobody has

been able to solve is how to uniquely identify/characterize
the behavior of an object. By behavior, I refer to both how it
interacts with the space environment (no operator influence)
and the object’s actions as commanded by an operator. The
former is an astrodynamics problem, while the latter includes
elements of information fusion, astrodynamics, psychology,
and policy. We are not close to knowing how to estimate the
latter, largely since it requires incorporating ”soft” knowledge
(cultural decisions, e.g., operators do not like to work on the
weekend, so they don’t maneuver) with ”hard” data (sensor
measurements). Knowing that we understand the behavior
means that we can predict the spacecraft’s actions, which is
not the case.”

Some anticipate an increased presence of space-based data
collection technology, which Dr. Jones commented on by
saying: ”I know there will be an increase in space-based
sensors. I’m not sure the cost argument is there yet for space-
based sensors, but there are companies in the US looking to
use CubeSats to create space-based networks within the next
10 years. I think that the low cost of ground-based systems
will mean they do not go away, but the high-cost space-based
data will be used when the ground-based data cannot provide
the information required.”

Prof. Richard Linares
Professor Richard Linares is a doctor and assistant professor at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) at the AeroAstro
department. The interview was conducted via telephone on
March 29.

”The overarching goal for SSA and STM is really to
understand the space population, both dynamically and their
compositions” says Prof. Linares when asked to describe what
SSA and STM activities sets out to do. He further states the
importance of understanding the environment and what the
environmental forces do to change the trajectories and paths
of the space population and then to forecast that, as well as
”how these implications change the way that we manage and
perform activities in space.”

He agrees that there is an urgent need to solve the STM
problem, but that there are challenges. ”Analyzing the data
and understanding how the uncertainties affect the decision
process. Forecasting uncertainties for a long time period over
12 hours, especially when there’s not a lot of measurements,
can create nonlinearities and non-Gaussian effects.” He also
explains that ”Other problems are data association between
measurements and targets in very large populations. Corre-
lating new measurements to existing objects is a challenge.
Beyond that there’s understanding anomalies, how to use ob-
servations to understand a failure and differentiating between
normal versus abnormal behavior of a spacecraft.”

When asked to elaborate on his research topics and com-
ment on their applicability in short-term industrial applications
Prof. Linares talked about two areas: ”We’ve been developing
a new way of modeling the atmosphere at low Earth orbit
altitudes, a real-time way of estimating the current state of
the atmosphere and incorporating physics based models. It is
fast like an empirical model but it also provides a predic-
tive capability, so it predicts forward in time. Our approach
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processes satellite data directly and understanding what the
atmosphere is going to do in terms of perturbing your orbit
can significantly reduce the amount of required maneuvering.

Beyond that we’ve been applying Machine Learning (ML)
techniques to process optical measurements, light curve mea-
surements of satellites and investigating if you can use these
ML methods to classify satellites in terms of active or inactive
satellites, space debris, rocket body, etc. If it’s an active
satellite then you might want to understand if this was a new
launch, what satellite this is, if it’s maneuvering and if it’s
in the orbit you expected. It turns out that these classification
problems can be done more efficiently with ML techniques.”
Prof. Linares said that these two topics will be important in
the near future for STM, especially considering the upcoming
constellations and that both applications can probably be used
immediately. He also hypothesized that the use of AI and ML
in the SSA and STM field is not necessarily applicable across
the board, but can be utilized in some areas. ”We have a
lot of physical knowledge of the problem” he said. ”When
possible we want to use these physical laws, but there are
certain aspects that are not physically modeled, for example
the signatures of satellites like radar cross section or optical
light curves are hard to model. At a high level, I think ML
can help with decision making.”

B. Data-Centricity

Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World
Economic Forum, coined in 2015 the phrase ’The Fourth
Industrial Revolution’ as being the new significant era of
societal development. Following the third revolution which is
sometimes referred to as the computer or digital revolution, the
fourth is characterized by a much more omnipresent internet,
smaller, cheaper and more powerful electrical components,
and by the advent of advanced digital technologies such as
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Machine
to Machine (M2M), Cloud Computing and the Internet of
Things (IoT) to name a few. The paradigm shift of how
individuals, companies and societies utilize technology has
already begun and it is fundamentally changing how we live,
operate and relate to each other [104]. The very core that
is driving the fourth revolution ahead is data and powerful
analytics on data is setting the pace.

The effect of this trend and the leveraging of these
technologies by companies in the space industry is prominent.
Many of the activities identified in Section III-A2 are to
some extent intertwined with advanced digital processes in
their services, products or R&D efforts. Other examples
of application areas are in health monitoring of spacecrafts
[105], autonomous navigation [106] and feature detection for
planetary exploration [107].

The NVP report
In a survey carried out by NewVantage Partners LLC (NVP)
titled Big Data and AI Executive Survey 2019 [108] the focus
were on how Big Data and AI are accelerating business
transformation. The 63 respondents were industry leaders and
Fortune 1000 companies, mainly in fields such as financial

services, insurance, healthcare and life sciences. Out of the
respondents, 92% are increasing the pace of their Big Data
and AI investments and more than 60% are reporting that they
achieve measurable results. However, the leading companies
are struggling with the transformation as only 31% believe
they have created a data-driven organization. Figure 16 sum-
marizes these findings in a diagram.

Fig. 16. Selected findings from a 2019 Big Data and AI Executive Survey
performed by NVP.

The main takeaways from the survey are that ”Firms are
ramping up investment in Big Data and AI to accelerate
business agility”, ”Leading companies are struggling with
data-driven business transformation” and that ”Cultural
challenges remain the biggest obstacle to business adoption.”
The last finding details that 77% of companies experience
challenges in business adoption and initiatives regarding
to Big Data and AI, where 95% attributes this to cultural
reasons (people and process) and only 5% to technological
difficulties [108, p. 7].

The TDWI report
In the last quarter of 2018, Transforming Data With
Intelligence (TDWI), a division of an integrated business-
to-business information and media company based in the
U.S., published a report focused on examining the current
use of technologies, plans for the future and best practices
for success when it comes to use of AI and Big Data. It
is titled BI and Analytics in the Age of AI and Big Data
[109] and concerns Business Intelligence (BI), a concept
that concentrates on understanding the internal aspects of
how a company functions. TDWI performed a survey with
about 250 worldwide respondents, mainly in the financial,
consulting/professional services, education, healthcare and
software development fields. A significant part, 76% of
participants stated that new investment in data preparation
was a priority, with 28% calling it a very high priority. Data
preparation are efforts focusing on collecting, consolidating,
defining, structuring and enhancing the data. Nearly one-third
reported that advanced analytics was a very high priority,
an additional 46% said that it was a somewhat high priority
and 20% believed AI specific efforts should be of very
high priority. The survey shows that the shortage of skilled
personnel such as data scientists is the greatest barrier to
improvement followed by not having adequate budget or
resources and poorly defined or prioritized project objectives.
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Figure 17 shows the respondents attitude to these statements
as being barriers.

Fig. 17. Identified Barriers to Improvement from 2018 Best Practices Report
by TDWI.

The Winterberry Group report
The Data-Centric Organization 2018 [110] is a report from
the Winterberry Group LLC. The presented conclusions are
based on a survey targeted to 113 advertisers, marketers,
publishers, technology developers and marketing service
providers primarily based in North America.

In the report, data-centricity is defined to ”reflect the
extent to which an organization is culturally and operationally
prepared to apply audience data as a source of actionable
insight.” The study finds that 90% of respondents have or are
planning to develop an enterprise strategy to start utilizing
data, close to 10% would describe their organization as
”extremely” data-driven and 44% expect to reach that level of
sophistication in 2019. Only 40% of respondents replied that
they view their organization as ”fairly data-centric”, which
was a decrease compared to the previous year of 54%. One
of the possible explanations to this decline is that users are
becoming more and more aware of the complexities related to
”cross-channel data integration, management and activation”
especially in enterprises that might be slow to innovate.

The key takeaways from the report are that even though the
task of data-centric transformation is a complex issue, many
companies regard this as a high organizational priority and
how to hire, train and compensate skilled data professionals
are also described as being difficult.

Although the three surveys mentioned here are not conducted
in the space industry specifically, one can argue that the
conclusions still carry validity across industries.

Briefly after the 35th Space Symposium was held, 8 to
11 April 2019 in Colorado, the company Deloitte released
a report focused on how tech trends are affecting the space
industry: Tech Trends 2019: Space industry perspective [111].
They chime in with the opinions reflected in the surveys,
saying ”In the face of the changes ahead, it is not enough
to simply plan for digital transformation and assume that
success will follow.” Some of the identified and mentioned
trends in the report are; organizations are implementing
multiple new pioneering technologies such as AI, blockchain
and cloud services simultaneously rather than one at a time,

”Data middlemen” that exploits, analyzes and disseminates
data operate in areas ripe for disruption, and cyber security
must be considered throughout the entire operational chain of
the organizations.

Data-centricity can be explained as the last stage of data
evolution, where data science carries a significant role in the
company, not just aiding in decision making but that there
are systems in place ensuring that the analytical results have
actual impact. Businesses seeking to transform part of or
their entire operations towards a more data-centric approach
will have to do so consciously.

This section seeks to, at an introductory level, explore
the concept of data-centricity by examining parts of a
possible architecture that includes, but are not limited to, data
management, analytics and applications.

1) Data-Centric Architecture
Integrating a data-centric approach requires that the company
takes a stand in a variety of topics and questions, all leading to
the ultimate goal of developing the actual business and creating
worth. Figure 18 shows a schematic diagram of a data-centric
architecture.

Fig. 18. Schematic of a Data-Centric Architecture.

The data management block includes concepts related to
the collection, pre-processing and qualification of data, among
other things. The next part is about performing analytics or
further enrichment on the data, which in turn can lead to
the development of applications for external or internal use.
Possible opportunities of revenue generation can be realized
from all three blocks.

Data Management
As data stores continue to grow exponentially, managing the
data meticulously from the very beginning is proving to be
a challenge for many. Data Observation Network for Earth
(DataONE) is a community driven project engaged in helping
and supporting users to manage and analyze scientific data.
Figure 19 shows DataONE’s suggested data life cycle [112]
mainly targeted towards researchers. It will here be used to
exemplify the data management process and to put issues
important to address into a context.

The planning phase establishes the general groundwork
for the data management and should detail for instance
which instruments that will collect the data, where it will
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Fig. 19. The Life Cycle of Data. Source: DataONE.

be stored (i.e. a choice of repository or data center), how
version control will work and how the data will be described.
The interoperability and future integration potential should
be evaluated. It is important to consider how the data
should be organized and how to model the database. Careful
consideration with regard to file format is an important step
in the planning phase. In the case of scientific space data,
NASA characterizes different data processing levels from zero
to four where the first level is described as ”Reconstructed,
unprocessed instrument and payload data at full resolution,
with any and all communications artifacts removed.” and the
next level includes time-referencing, calibration coefficients
and georeferencing parameters appended to the data. The final
level consists of model output data or results from analyses
of lower-level data [113].

After collecting the data an assurance or qualification step
is necessary. It should describe conditions during collection
that may affect the data and seek to identify these. It should
also double-check data if required and perform statistical and
graphical summaries, such as min/max & average calculations
to identify outliers and potential errors.

The description and preservation steps should result in
comprehensive data documentation and the creation of solid
datasets. The required metadata should be attached and the
archiving process, in which data with long-term value is
identified, should be carried out. The next steps, discover,
integrate and analyze are described in the next block with
reference to Figure 18.

Whether or not the data management process is carried
out as described here, the actual storage of the data must be
taken into consideration early on. In the wake of Big Data,
a myriad of data storage technologies has emerged and the
characteristics of the generated data must be considered when
choosing storage technology. These include the volume of
the data as the hardware and/or software might have to be
scalable, the velocity or frequency of the generated data and
the response rate required by the organization. The variety of
the data on the generated datasets must also be considered as
high interoperability between sets might be needed.

Planet, a company specializing in satellite Earth observation,
moved all its satellite data to Google Cloud Storage as a part
of a multi-cloud strategy. They post-process up to 12 TB of
data daily and require worldwide connectivity to pipe data
from their network of ground stations. By using the services
provided by Google, their operations is scalable in terms of
required memory, disk capacity and CPU cores, while also
enabling the use of processing services from Google Cloud
Platform and open-source software [31].

Spire Global have 76 3U CubeSats in orbit capturing radio
frequencies with different sensors. They operate around 30
of their own ground stations but are also utilizing the AWS
Ground Station services provided by Amazon, to store their
data in the cloud and in data lakes [114].

Analytics
The main types of analytics that can be applied to Big Data
is divided into three major groups: descriptive, predictive and
prescriptive.

Descriptive analytics are used in order to describe what
has happened by summarizing raw data and making it
interpretable to humans. Data is aggregated and turned into
information, often by the use of statistical tools.

Predictive analytics is based on probabilities, as it seeks
to predict what could happen in the future. The statistical
models and forecasting tools use the data that is available
and generates new data with best guesses in order to capture
relationships between datasets.

The prescriptive field of data analytics is different from the
other two in that it aims to provide actual advice. It predicts
multiple futures by quantifying the effect of possible decisions
and present recommendations. It is the most complex area
of analytics and involves simulation and optimization tools
like machine learning as well as involving business rules
and modeling. The inputs are often from datasets with high
variety, like historical and transactional data, real-time data
feeds and Big Data [115]. Figure 20 summarizes the three
different kind of analytics most commonly used by companies.

Fig. 20. Different Fields of Analytics.

There is no single technique or tool that encompasses
all of Big Data analytics. Artificial Intelligence is a broad
term with many definitions, that is oftentimes used and
applied carelessly in many contexts. TDWI defines AI as
”the theory and practice of building computer systems able
to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence,
such as visual perception and decision making,” [116, p. 7].
A major subset of AI is Machine Learning (ML) which is
the study of algorithms and models used to teach computer
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systems to perform tasks autonomously so that its expected
future performance improves. The machine is allowed to
change its structure and program which differentiates it
from ordinary optimization tools. Figure 21 shows the two
major subcategories of ML approaches and a few associated
techniques.

Fig. 21. Subcategorized Tools & Techniques in Machine Learning.

In supervised ML tasks, the program is trained on a
specific set of training data to build its ability to reach
accurate conclusions given new sets of data. In regressional
machine learning, observed data is inputted to the program
that in turn attempts to create a function that best fits the
data. These types of problems can become very complex and
modern ML programs can take millions of dimensions of
data and build predictions using hundred of coefficients in
the functions.

Classification problems can be solved in a similar approach,
except the desired output is that of a more predictive yes
or no. More often than not the predictor delivers an answer
between 0 and 1 which corresponds to a probability.

In unsupervised ML the program is not given a set of
training data to learn but is instead tasked with finding
relationships, patterns or correlations within a given dataset
without ”help” [117]. A popular application of unsupervised
deep learning is by utilizing artificial neural networks. A
neural network consists of many different nodes or neurons
that receives input from predecessing neurons, processes it
and then signals other neurons that are in connection. This
framework causes data to propagate along different paths in
the network. Figure 22 shows a schematic image of a neural
network in which a layers of neurons turn input into output
with algorithms.

The overlapping box between the Data Management and
Analytics blocks in Figure 18 is to highlight the importance
of cleaning and enriching the data and to give attention to
the fact that possible revenue-generating services centered
around this area can be realized. It can be an intermediate
step towards applying more applied analytics or performed
after in order to further enhance information.

Applications
The applications that are conceivable to emerge and develop

Fig. 22. Neurons in Artificial Neural Network. Source: Michael A. Nielsen,
”Neural Networks and Deep Learning”, Determination Press, 2015.

from Big Data analytics vary widely in structure and focus.
In the context of cloud computing, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) from the U.S. proposes
three different cloud services categories: Software as a Service
(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS) [118]. Services in these categories are different
from one another and targets different needs. Figure 23 com-
pares the different categories and what they offer from the
perspective of the customer.

Fig. 23. Cloud Service Categories.

If an organization wishes to become more data-centric and
utilize cloud computing, it is important to first determine the
end-goals of such a transformation and then assess which
kind services should be bought and which should be handled
on-premise. From the perspective of business development,
these matters represents a two-sided issue: Which services
do we as a company need in order to develop our existing
service or product portfolio and which services does our
customers require?

The distinction between different data-services is getting
blurred as terms like ”Everything as a Service” are gaining
traction. The focus is on delivering a seamless ecosystem of
services. In the space industry, this concept can be identified
in various areas. As mentioned in Section III-A2 Information
and Communications Technology, Amazon have plans of
deploying a mega constellation of satellites that will deliver
services undoubtedly connected to their recently developed
AWS Ground Station network, which in turn can be used
in conjunction with other Amazon cloud services. Another
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example of a seamless system can be found in the geospatial
analysis or EO service provided by Planet. The customer
need of more user-friendly and accessible data was identified,
and the idea of Analysis Ready Data (ARD) appeared. It
aims to provide data that is completely pre-processed and
ready to be analyzed further by the customer [119].

2) Interviews
This subsection contains parts of transcripts from interviews
conducted during the course of this project, with the topic of
discussion being Trends, Big Data and Data Analytics.

Tobias Roos
Tobias Roos is a postgraduate at Luleå University of
Technology (LTU) currently doing a PhD in Autonomous
Heterogeneous Robot Teams for exploration purposes in
which he mainly explores two different aspects, Machine
Learning and Software Architecture. Tobias will after
completion of his PhD work as Innovation Lead at SSC. The
interview was conducted by video-link on April 2.

In a discussion about how to structure Big Data from space
Tobias said: ”There are not yet any defined golden standards
when it comes to structuring data, but rather a lot of ongoing
competition. Data Cubes for instance is one example that has
been trending lately.” Data Cubes are three-dimensional, or
higher, arrays of data often used to handle data too complex
to be described in table format. They are generally used to
easily interpret data and time-sequencing of events are often
considered in Data Cubes [120].

”It’s becoming more and more important to be able to
handle large amounts of varied data with respect to different
formats. There was a conference recently called Big Data
in Space ’19 in which close to half of the presentations
addressed the interoperability aspect of data in some way.”
He assumes that companies that are able to use the tools and
techniques that are available or under development today, to
combine data from various sources, are those that will gain
an advantage in the industry.

Tobias believes that the end-users of the data will be
increasingly involved in shaping the future data products,
especially when it comes to the process of actually getting the
data down from space. ”There’s a segmentation happening
when it comes to data in space. Take climate data as an
example, you want updated data but not necessarily every
hour. So you build an infrastructure that supports this where
you allow for slower downloading and processing. On the
other side of the spectrum you have an on-going disaster, in
which the operator or user needs to evaluate pixels in orbit
to determine which are the most critical to receive imagery
from. This makes priority-tasking and on-orbit processing
important matters. And the fact that the sheer amount of
data is growing exponentially makes the development and
utilization of effective ML-algorithms crucial.”

He continues talking about the use of ML in controlling
spacecraft’s: ”Eventually the industry will have to look into
using ML in terms of maneuvering satellites, many at a
time, in order to minimize fuel consumption and ensure safe
operations. Constellation Management might be an emerging

service, but the issue of security is very important. Operators
are generally reluctant in sharing control of their space assets.”

Michael Andersson
Michael Andersson is the Global Manager for Software and
Software Architecture Services at SSC. The interview was
conducted via email on April 24.

When asked what kind of trends Michael thinks is valuable
for companies such as SSC to pay close attention to, he
mentions the paradigm shift in data usage. ”Data is power
to the extent that you’re able to enhance data points to
information, in order to gain knowledge. Historically it has
almost always started with a question or a need around which
systems were built, in order to answer the question or satisfy
that particular need. During the last decade data mining has
enabled the creation of valuable insight, not just from a
specific set of data but by combination of many sets as well
as associated meta data. This means that hardware-centric
companies must shift their perspective in order to remain
relevant.”

He also puts this into a broader context: ”If we are to
succeed with for instance data on-demand, we must also act
together with agencies, work forces in the industry and with
clients, and discuss issues such as frequency allocation and
standardization. The industry must realize that space is no
longer ’exotic’ but rather an extension of IT. Ultimately this
is controlled by software.”

Michael believes the trend of Flexible Payloads or
Software-defined satellites will be important: ”There are
already attempts with Highly Versatile Satellites (HVS), i.e.
satellites that can be reprogrammed to perform ’almost any
mission.’ This will be even more common with the advent of
more software-defined systems combined with robotics. This
puts demand on SSC to adapt our deliveries with very short
lead times.”

Daniel Sjöström
Daniel Sjöström works as a Sales Development Engineer at
National Instruments, a global leader in automated test and au-
tomated measurement systems. The interview was conducted
via email on April 24 and 26. The opinions expressed below
are his own and not that of National Instruments (NI).

When asked to describe what kind of products and services
NI offers when it comes to advanced analytic applications he
replied: ”National Instruments offer a wide range of hardware-
and software solutions within test, control, and automa-
tion. LabVIEW is an Applications Development Environment,
which offer toolkits catering to Machine Learning. The rele-
vant one would be LabVIEW Analytics and Machine Learning
Toolkit – which allows you to perform predictive analytics and
machine learning algorithms (clustering, classification, feature
reduction, anomaly detection) and a framework for training,
testing, and deploying the models. Adding to that, there is a
also a Deep Learning Toolkit by Ngene, in which similarly
can deploy deep neural networks. Besides the ease of use
inherent in LabVIEW, you can easily deploy these algorithms
to National Instruments hardware running deterministic real-
time processors (as opposed to for instance Windows, which
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is a non-deterministic OS, meaning that things happen on a
best effort basis with respect to CPU resources allocation)”.

Specifically related to Big Data, Daniel explains that NI’s
offer is a two-step process: ”Data Acquisition (DAQ), and
subsequent post-processing. For the later part, LabVIEW, and
a wide variety of libraries (such as the Machine Learning
Toolkit) can be utilized for gaining insight from the data.
In terms of the DAQ part, National Instruments many dif-
ferent hardware platforms allowing you to capture all kinds
of analogue or digital data. One common platform is the
CompactRIO – which is a chassis with an embedded real-time
processor and FPGA and a number of slots, in which you can
input different ’measurement’ modules, such as a particular
voltage input module, or a CAN module (a communication
protocol used in the automotive industry). To add as a final
note, in terms of Big Data processing solutions, National
Instruments offer products such as DIAdem (aching more to
post-processing/analysis), and cloud based data management
systems, such as SystemLink and InsightCM.”

He identifies the main challenge of integrating data-centric
solutions as creating actual worth. ”The difficulty is to identify
the business drive – in the sense that is this something worth
exploring and spending money on? In my day to day role, I
speak mostly with engineers, whose daily workflow is quite far
away (presently) from the trends of Big Data and ML. Unless
the need is quite clear, and tied to a specific measurable goal,
spending money will be difficult. In short, it has simply not
really taken off yet in ’reality’ for your average company.”

A typical customer interaction is described by Daniel as
follows: ”A walk-through of your average Machine Learning
application among NI customers would look like this: Buy ap-
propriate sensors/transducers/cameras for whatever you wish
to capture (whether it be voltage, images, or vibration) and NI
DAQ hardware to talk read in the signals. Program acquisition,
logging, and subsequent analysis (for instance with ML) using
LabVIEW (mainly). Most applications I’ve dealt with relate
to automated Visual inspection, which includes an element
of pattern recognition, and in some cases ML. It could be
to inspect a production line compared to a ’golden template’
to detect errors or anomalies. You can implement a vision
application using G (programming language in LabVIEW) or
via a configuration based graphical user interface. Either way,
you then select the algorithms you need from the library (in
other words you do not need to necessarily understand what
is happening in the ’background’). The algorithms themselves
can be more or less ML based, a simple edge detection deals
more with the difference of intensity of the pixels, but you
could also use deep learning algorithms (TensorFlow).

Another matter relating more to machine learning was to
use unmanned vehicles with microphones to identify different
animal species with Machine Learning for environmental
surveys. One relevant case study which I was not involved
in, is where Jaguar used an NI solution (DIAdem) to capture
500 GB of time-series data per day generated by over 200
sensors during a certain part of the manufacturing process.

Besides offering products, National Instruments also offer a
variety of different support programs throughout all the stages
of the development cycle. In addition, we offer a variety of

courses in different formats.”

C. Off-Earth Infrastructure
The reduction in cost of bringing mass into orbit brought
on by the reusable launch vehicles Falcon 9 and Falcon
Heavy from SpaceX, and the number of small launch vehicles
from companies such as Rocket Lab, are very significant to
the increased presence of space actors. But even with this
large cost reduction, many still consider the current launch
capabilities to be a bottleneck. The markets in the industry
have developed in a direction that assumes lower launch
costs, higher frequency and availability as well as flexibility.

The DARPA Launch Challenge is a competition initiated
by the American Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) that aims to demonstrate highly flexible
and responsive launch capabilities [121]. Virgin Orbit, Vector
Launch and another undisclosed ”stealth” company are the
qualified teams that are going to launch two completely
unspecified LEO payloads each with just a few days between
launches, at unknown locations. The companies will have to
apply unique solutions to compete against each other. Virgin
Orbit for instance, is using their repurposed Boeing 747
aircraft to air launch the LauncherOne rocket to orbit. This
challenge represents emerging market needs, once satisfied
will help the democratization of space even further.

The small launch market is one example of determinants
that will help shape the building of the future space
infrastructure. In order to create a long-lasting and thriving
economy in space – whether it is in LEO, on the Moon
or on Mars, highly reliable infrastructure will be needed.
On May 9 2019, Jeff Bezos unveiled Blue Origin’s lunar
lander vehicle, Blue Moon, which will be able to land more
than three tons of cargo on the surface. NASA launched the
Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) program in April
2018, announcing that they seek commercial involvement
in carrying payloads and astronauts to the Moon from the
Lunar Gateway. Blue Origin is able to meet the 2024 tight
timeline issued by the U.S. government, only because they
started three years ago with the development of Blue Moon,
according to Jeff Bezos [122]. At the visionary event, he said:
”Infrastructure lets entrepreneurs do amazing things. It’s this
generations job to build the road to space so that the future
generations can unleash their creativity.” Figure 24 shows Jeff
Bezos presenting the Blue Moon lander during the event in
Washington on May 9.

SpaceX has an aspirational goal of sending the first cargo
mission to Mars in 2022 using two of their Starship vehicles.
According to the company, the ”objectives for the first mission
will be to confirm water resources, identify hazards, and put
in place initial power, mining, and life support infrastructure.”
At the next Earth-Mars synchronization in 2024 they intend
to send four ships – two cargo and two crew ships to the
planet [123]. Figure 25 shows a rendered image of Starships
and base infrastructure on Mars.

On May 16 2019, NASA announced that they’ve selected
11 companies to accelerate the development of human
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Fig. 24. Jeff Bezos Presenting the Blue Moon Lunar Lander from Blue
Origin. Source: Jeff Bezos reveals his ’Blue Moon’ lunar lander, 2019-05-09,
www.engadget.com.

Fig. 25. Starships and Base on Mars. Source: Missions to Mars,
www.spacex.com/mars.

lunar landers. As part of the Next Space Technologies for
Exploration Partnerships (NextSTEP) the companies will have
six months to study and develop prototypes for the descent,
transfer and refueling elements of a potential landing system.
According to a statement from the agency, ”This partnership
will reduce costs to taxpayers and encourage early private
investments in the lunar economy” [124].

Building off-Earth infrastructure will require remarkable
engineering feats and creative solutions. This section mentions
some issues and research areas that weighs heavily in this
context, with focus being on lunar operations and initiatives.

Environmental Challenges
On February 21, 2019 NASA released a list of 12 selected
science and technology demonstration payloads to be delivered
to the Moon by a commercial lander. The main purpose of
these payloads is to gather scientific data that will help in
establishing future sustainable Moon and Mars bases. Three
payloads will measure surface environmental data, such as the
Linear Energy Transfer Spectrometer that will measure lunar
radiation, the Ion-Trap Mass Spectrometer for measuring

volatile contents in the surface and lunar exosphere, and a
magnetometer to measure the surface magnetic field. Other
payloads include resource prospecting instruments and the
effect of the lander modules on the environment [125].

Another Moon exploration mission from NASA is the
so called Lunar Flashlight, a low-cost secondary payload
concept that will map the lunar south pole and look for water
ice. It will be the first CubeSat in lunar orbit that also uses
green propulsion and will be launched on the SLS EM-1
mission [126]. Extensive mapping of the lunar surface has
been carried out by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO),
but more sophisticated terrain models might be needed.

NASA has identified a number of Strategic Knowledge
Gaps (SKGs) that represent gaps in knowledge or information
necessary for future space exploration [127]. Many of
the above mentioned experiments are connected to the
Understand the Lunar Environment and its Effect on Human
Life-theme of these SKGs. Some of these concern solar
activity where NASA’s is looking to ”define active regions
that are potential coronal mass ejection (CME) sites” and
”provide an immediate alert system for an impending CME
event” which is necessary to ensure astronauts safety, as
they will only have minutes to seek shelter before the most
energetic particles arrive.

Another knowledge gap involves autonomous surface
navigation which is necessary for robotic precursor missions.
NASA mentions that ”significant development work can be
performed on Earth prior to lunar surface deployment” and
that a lunar GPS constellation may be required in the future.

The extreme thermal conditions puts a great constraint
on lunar surface missions. The ~14 day/night cycle results
in daylight temperatures of up to 127 degrees Celsius and
night-time temperatures as low as -173 degrees Celsius. At
the poles the temperature can drop to more than -250 degrees
Celsius. Considering that the lunar night is approximately
14-days long, sophisticated heating systems with sufficient
power supply must be used [128].

Construction and Manufacturing
One of the SKGs themes concerns understanding the lunar
resource potential and to reach the desired level of efficiency
NASA believes in-situ tests on the Moon must be carried out.
The production of hydrogen and oxygen from lunar regolith
by melting ice and the process of extracting metals from
regolith must be tested extensively.

The World Economic Forum has identified what they
believe will be the first five industries to do business in space.
These are energy, mining, transportation, hospitality and real
estate as well as construction. They believe the first orbital
construction systems will be deployed before the end of the
decade and the industry will service across the entire in-space
value chain, ”A propellant refinery can be assembled on orbit.
Asteroid mines can be repaired autonomously. Solar power
plants can be massively scaled and upgraded” are among the
mentioned areas of possible interest [129].

The environment on the Moon puts great demand on the
future lunar robots, rovers and habitats. The company ispace
is developing a rover and lander system to further its mission
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towards developing a lunar base called Moon Valley. The
rover will contain equipment such as a mass spectrometer
and excavation drills and ispace would like to demonstrate
technology such as 3D printers and actuators. They are in
one of the parties selected in NASA’s CLPS program and has
received nearly US$100 million in funding which they intend
to use for two lunar missions in 2020 and 2021 [130].

Another company in NASA’s CLPS program is Intuitive
Machines. They have developed a lunar lander called Nova-C
which they intend to land on the Moon in July 2021. It
will have features such as hazard avoidance navigation and
modular and adaptive design [131].

In January 2019, ArianeGroup and PTScientists, a Berlin-
based New Space company, announced that they are working
on a study for an ESA initiated ISRU mission. PTScientists
will deliver the autonomous landing and navigation module
ALINA and ArianeGroup will provide the launch vehicle,
set to launch for the Moon in 2021 [132]. ESA is interested
in researching the mining potential of Helium-3, a non-
radioactive isotope that could provide clean, waste-free and
efficient nuclear energy in a fusion reactor [133].

Communication Systems
The Laser Communications Relay Demonstration (LCRD)
is a NASA mission set to test highly capable optical
communication systems in Earth orbit. It is planned to fly as
a commercial satellite payload in 2019 and is expected to be
able to deliver data at rates 10 to 100 times faster than with
RF [38]. The LCRD mission leverages previous NASA work
in the Lunar Laser Communications Demonstration (LLCD)
mission and will influence future deep space communication
networks. Since an atmosphere is a disturbing factor, optical
communications is ideal for lunar missions considering the
Moon lacks an atmosphere.

In 2006 NASA presented a study on a proposed lunar
relay satellite network in which they considered different
architectural solutions such as having communication base,
located at the lunar south pole, called Malapert Station or
having a combination of polar orbiting satellites and larger
satellites at Lagrange points. The goal is to deploy a system
that requires a minimum amount of Earth based operational
support [134]. Figure 26 shows a selected four out of the six
studied lunar relay and orbit configurations presented in the
study.

ATLAS Space Operations claim to be building the first
commercially available deep space communications network
called the Interplanetary Satellite Communications Network
(ISCN). By utilizing their LINKS™ Electronically Steered
Array System they will provide an effective and affordable
option to governmental RF communications network [135].
Another company that aim to establish a communication
infrastructure is Analytical Space. On May 1 2019, the
company was awarded a Small Business Innovation Research
contract from the United States Air Force to fuel the
development of their planned data relay network that utilizes
inter-satellite laser links. They currently have a 6U CubeSat
deployed in LEO that has a fully booked test campaign with

Fig. 26. Selection of Lunar Communication Relay and Satellite Orbit
Configurations. Source: NASA, Lunar Relay Satellite Network for Space
Exploration: Architecture, Technologies and Challenges.

a cohort of 12 different partner satellites, testing its ability to
receive data from in-space assets and then transfer to ground
by laser [136].

On May 6 2019, NASA selected eight U.S. companies
through its Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN)
program to conduct studies and conceptually explore future
space communication systems. The combined funding totaled
US$4 million and the goal is to accelerate new space-based
communications capabilities and services. According to
NASA the studies will provide information about ”navigation
architectures, including relay satellites, ground systems, and
services for NASA beginning in the mid-2020s, which could
support NASA’s exploration on and around the Moon” [137].
One of the companies that received funding is ATLAS Space
Operations, which is also the only small business that was
awarded a contract. ATLAS partnered with Laser Light
Communications, Inc, in its proposal for the funding [138].

1) Interviews
This subsection contains parts of transcripts from interviews
conducted during the course of this project, with the
main topic of discussion being general trends related to
exploration and the emerging need for a working, beyond
Earth infrastructure in the space industry.

Emil Vinterhav
Emil Vinterhav is an entrepreneur and veteran in the
space industry having more than 13 years of experience
in engineering disciplines, management and business
development. He has previously worked at SSC and OHB as
manager of the spacecraft department and at ÅAC Microtec as
CTO, to name a few. In October 2018 Emil started PASQ, an
independent space qualification company helping customers
perform radiation, vibration and thermal testing of their space
products. The interview was conducted by phone on March
27.

In a discussion about the emerging need for independent
space qualification services, Emil talked initially about the
start of the new space age. ”The space industry was at first
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condensed to about five players: Airbus, Thales, Boeing,
Lockheed and Raytheon. They were actively consuming
and acquiring new companies, especially Airbus bought
everything that popped up in Europe and wanted a large
footprint to get all the geographical return. This was hindered
by EU or ESA when they initiated a policy that at least 30%
of space operations must come from small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in order to stimulate the business climate
for new entrepreneurs. This was on the European side.

In USA they wanted to go commercial. That’s when we
got the paradigm of vertical integration, all companies should
do everything in-house. This works on a very limited market
and with limited supply because the prices is then driven by
the demand and set solely by the seller. This environment was
destabilized by the introduction of the CubeSat – suddenly
there was a volume in the market and room for a lot more
suppliers as well as competition. It is no longer profitable
with vertical integration and this is where smaller, highly
specialized companies can make an impact.”

When asked what trends he thinks will survive and result in
the creation of new businesses he thought constellations and
advanced computation among other things will be important:
”I believe in small satellites. Not necessarily the specific
mechanical standard of the CubeSat itself, but definitely
modularization and standardization. It has not fully caught
on yet and will reach higher levels, essentially up to APIs
[Application Programming Interfaces].

We are only witnessing the beginning of all that can be
done with constellations.” Emil mentions the gamma-ray
burst localization strategy presented in March 2019 by Mark
Pearce, KTH, in which a constellation of satellites are used
to detect the direction of gamma-ray bursts, achieving very
high temporal resolution.

”Another trend is of course AI, which appears everywhere.
For image interpretation – instead of downloading data you
download information. Distributed systems will be important,
more and more processing is being done at the sensors and
less data is downloaded. There is simply too much data.
Quantum cryptography is also something important in the
long-term. The Chinese have QKD-satellites for instance
[Quantum Key Distribution technology. Used in the Quantum
Experiments at Space Scale (QUESS) project [139]].”

In terms of trends connected directly to space exploration,
Emil shares his thoughts on the monetary value of knowledge.
”Research is a driving force in exploration, but it is a cost and
the only direct return is knowledge. It is hard to invest in a
way to directly get a return off of gained knowledge. Tackling
this is key. It’s important to find an economy in space in
which sustainable business ideas and business models related
to exploration can thrive. Even Astrobotic is dependent on
the fact that someone wants to have a presence on the Moon,
and art-projects and marketing campaigns will not be enough.

Infrastructure is going to be built on the Moon, Lunar
Gateway is actually on its way. We’re going to drive rovers
and do excursions on the surface. The question is when is it
going to be self-sufficient? I’m sure there are a lot of relevant
niches in exploration, like a construction company for bunkers
or roads, renting of 3D-printers or power companies for that

matter. Perhaps nuclear power plants or giant sun parks,
selling electricity to China, ESA and NASA.”

On the topic of AI, ML and Big Data, Emil believed
these will continue to have an impact on the industry. When
asked how the larger, already established space companies
should integrate these tools into their work he replied:
”By separating the sections. You have to find ways and
interfaces. The traditional systems work great, they have
fantastic performance and delivers 99.9% of times. But it is
very difficult to have the same group of people working on
potentially disruptive projects with higher risk. The old ways
are supported by a lot of documentation, which is what drives
the costs, not actual technical development. The new ways
allow for more shortcuts – using gear that is not completely
tested and so on. The best and most successful New Space
companies are those that work quickly and apply lean
development and has extremely skilled engineers. But there
are also companies that doesn’t care about understanding,
but would rather put something together that looks nice, says
pling, and then they ship it away. Perhaps it even works. But
the point is that all of this is New Space. The traditional
industry is unified in its approach to New Space and New
Space companies, but since it represents a very broad
spectrum of quality, this pigeonholing is not constructive.
Some segmentation is required.

In a traditional system things should work and it is possible,
by looking at individual elements, to include New Space
products or approaches to certain parts of development. It is
entirely feasible for Old Space companies to integrate these
concepts, but not with the same work groups as before. I’ve
personally tried working both ways simultaneously which
is very difficult. It’s hard to decide when to document and
review, and when not to. Airbus for instance does not have the
same people building the OneWeb satellites as for previous
satellites.”

Laura Seward Forczyk
Laura is a space professional, consultant and author. She has
worked at NASA in various positions and has a background
in astrophysics. She is the founder of Astralytical, a space
related research, consulting and publishing firm founded in
2016. The interview was conducted via email on May 7.

When asked what kind of bottlenecks she could identify
for the commercial business climate to develop further, Laura
replied: ”As always, the bottleneck is funding. Unless a
company is backed by a very wealthy individual who is
willing to sink any amount of money into the company for its
success (Jeff Bezos), all commercial companies are limited
by funding. Funding holds back hiring and retaining talent,
purchasing tools and equipment, building hardware, meeting
schedule, and other business expenses. Most companies fail
because they run out of money. Space is very expensive.
Few space companies can operate without a large amount of
funding.

Within the United States, government legislators and
regulatory bodies are fairly business-friendly. But around
the world, this isn’t the case. There is a reason most space
companies are located within the US. The bottlenecks in
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government and regulation in some countries stifle the
space sector. In some countries, the commercial space
industry doesn’t exist, and any space activity is done by the
government.

Advances in certain technologies also hold back the space
sector, not just commercial companies, but the space sector
as a whole. Rocket propulsion is one of those areas. We still
rely on chemical rockets to get to space. This is an inefficient
process compared to some other technologies out there. But
again, it goes back to funding needed in order to progress
technologies.”

With respect to space exploration, Laura believes in
increased presence of commercial companies in space, but
she does problematize the rate at which developments are
made. ”Space advancements progress slowly. It’s hard to
project 10 years out because space players tend to overpromise
and underdeliver and are almost always delayed. At this
point, although NASA’s plan is to land humans on the Moon
by 2024, I wouldn’t expect that to happen on time. But it
will happen sometime in the next decade. In order to get
there, NASA will be using private industry for transportation,
ascent and landing stages, propulsion and power modules,
and so many other technologies that will go into NASA’s
human space exploration plans. NASA is even considering
using the private sector for communications and navigation
to complement the Deep Space Network. Although it hasn’t
yet been decided, NASA may also use private companies for
human factors such as life support, space suits, habitats, and
anything else that might go into a space settlement.

Additionally, the plan is to eventually transition the
International Space Station from NASA funding to the
commercial sector. Right now, Boeing is the main contractor
for the ISS. Commercial uses by other companies is limited.
NanoRacks has had the most success utilizing the Space
Station for commercial purposes. Somehow, although it’s
not yet certain how, the hope is the next decade will bring
new business opportunities for the expansion of business
opportunities on the ISS and in LEO more broadly.”

When questioned what she thinks new space companies
will require in terms of infrastructure or services, Laura
replied: ”It’s impossible to know what new services or
infrastructure new space companies will need in the future
because it’s impossible to project which new space companies
might arise and what their needs will be. Based on what we
are seeing today, there is an abundance of data, especially
remote sensing data. There will need to be new mechanisms
for handling the storage and dissemination of large amounts
of data.

With the plans for future mega constellations of small
satellites, space situational awareness and space debris
mitigation are huge concerns for the future. With India’s
latest anti-satellite (ASAT) test and the lack of a coherent
response from the international community against it, we can
expect more space debris creation in the future. On orbit
satellite servicing and space debris capture and de-orbiting
seem necessity for future Earth orbit operations.

Not an infrastructure or a service, but a policy and law
issue to be addressed is property rights in space. US law

leans towards allowing companies to utilize and make a
profit on space resources they acquire. But some lawyers
and policymakers, especially internationally, believe space
resources belong to all of humanity as a common good.
Space policy and law will need to be clarified before many
businesses are willing to take the risk of space mining
operations or in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) for profit.”

As a final note, Laura draws attention to the relationship
between the space and information and communications
technology sector: ”Right now there is a debate with the FCC
as to how to balance the needs of space communications and
terrestrial communications with limited broadband ranges.
This will need to be addressed. Some of the planned smallsat
constellations will provide internet to remote and underserved
areas. Humanity will rely more and more on the space
industry but may not be aware of it, just as most aren’t aware
of how much they rely on it now. Rather than an adversarial
relationship, the space information and communications
sector and the terrestrial information and communication
sector needs to learn to work together. The technologies
complement each other.”

Federico Belloni
Federico Belloni is a space systems engineer, co-founder
and CTO at Astrocast, a telecommunications start-up from
Switzerland aiming to launch a constellation of nano-satellites
to offer Machine to Machine services. The interview was
conducted via email on April 8.

When asked what current or emerging trends that will have
a significant impact on how companies in the space industry
operates, Federico answered: ”I think that the main impact on
space industry operation is the democratization of the access
to space. This will come from reducing the launch cost and
increasing the launch rate. Also simplifying procedure to get
radio frequency allocated is a must.”

Federico mentioned knowledge and experience transfer,
when asked what companies in the ”NewSpace”-segment
require from the already established and operational
”OldSpace” companies. ”New space to be efficient still
need the experience that oldspace companies has. It’s very
important to use this as part of the base to build any new
space project. Lesson learned from oldspace are useful to
avoid repeating the same errors and speedup development of
some technologies. This will provide the knowledge necessary
to define where risk can be assumed and reduce time and
cost with a new space approach.”

V. DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses the implications of some of the global
trends identified in Section III-A and the selected trends in
Chapter IV and offer suggestions on how SSC can develop its
service portfolio to meet the changes and opportunities these
entail for the space industry.

A. Space Situational Awareness
One of the challenges that threatens our ability to provide
important benefits from space is the increasing density of
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objects in Earth orbit. We are witnessing growth in the
number of operators, more diverse activities in space and
changes in satellite technology like miniaturization. These are
all examples of factors making traditional Space Situational
Awareness (SSA) and Space Traffic Management (STM)
solutions and approaches obsolete and insufficient.

The SSA value chain has been broken up which allows
for more players to enter the individual links, spurring
innovation but also emphasizing the need for interoperability
and coordination across segments. Capabilities of companies
in the private sector are improving at a fast rate and space is
becoming more transparent.

There is a widely identified and urgent need for
management, oversight and coordination of space activities
both domestically and internationally. This, in conjunction
with unsatisfactory insight into the systems handled by
the U.S. government, has led to a growing number of
collaborations on space activities and a growing number of
data sharing agreements.

Taking an Active Role
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) has extensive technological
knowledge and expertise in areas closely related to SSA.
Many employees also has experience in establishing and
maintaining relationships with Swedish politicians and
decision-makers as well as with international entities. SSC
has a clear focus on sustainability, expressed for example in
the reasoning and justification of the Global Watch Center
(GWC) [140] initiative in which many of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals are addressed. In early May
2018 the government presented its new space strategy in
which sustainability was a main point of discussion, saying:
”Swedish space activities should be conducted in long-term
sustainable ways and space should be kept free from conflicts”
[141, p. 1].

SSC is capable of taking on a more active role in the
development of future SSA and STM solutions, both nationally
and internationally. In order to maintain a strong Swedish
presence in the space industry and work towards fulfilling
the governments wishes of long-term sustainable space
operations, SSC should be the main Swedish representative of
SSA and STM matters on the European scene. Involvement
in ESA consortium initiatives and participation in global
contexts while at the same time sparking and fueling a
national discussion on these matters are required first steps.
Engaging in the newly started Space Sustainability Rating
(SSR) program from The World Economic Forum is one
example where perhaps SSC could get involved [142], as
well as in possible projects in Australia, a country identified
to have great SSA potential [143].

Establishing and strengthening collaborative efforts with
agencies, organizations, companies and research institutes will
be required to fully understand the challenges. Dr. Brandon
Jones and Professor Richard Linares both mention research
areas and possible applications that are not commonly
discussed in public channels where focus is more on
informing and alerting about the space debris threat itself. A
more thorough understanding of the nuances and complexities

of the SSA and STM areas will undoubtedly help in predicting
and understanding the future demands.

The urgent need of management and coordination of
space activities is a global matter. Becoming more active in
these areas reflects well on SSC’s public assignment while
simultaneously opening up commercial opportunities. Both
aspects are in agreement with the key company value of
contributing to a better world and helping Earth benefit from
space.

Exploring Sensing Capabilities
SSC has with its global ground station network many prime
locations to employ SSA sensing equipment (see also Figure
7). But development efforts should be clearly motivated and
defined.

There exists many indications that SSA data will eventually
become a commodity, making large investments in sensors
risky from a strategic business point of view. However, a
distinction between capabilities focused on either quantity
or quality is necessary in this context. The data that will
become commonly available in catalogs will have a lesser
degree of certainty than what focused and specialized
efforts can achieve, in other words: There will be a
segmentation between lower quality and higher quality SSA
data. Contributing to large cataloging databases, although
responsible and exemplary, will not in and of itself result in
profitable business opportunities in the long-term. The optimal
situation would be one in which SSC is contributing to an
international or European database initiative, while at the
same time exploring options to utilize very capable sensing
equipment for the development of SSA services. This might
include using different sensor types, i.e. optical, radar and
RF, to deliver bespoke solutions to customers. Collaboration
possibilities with Institutet för Rymdfysik (IRF) and EISCAT
Scientific Association should be investigated.

Developing SSA Services with Advanced Analytics
The increasing availability of SSA data, together with
advancement in areas such as data fusion, will lead to
more sophisticated SSA products and services. Value-added
services will emerge because the demand exists and the
players that are able to make sense of large amounts of data
will have an advantage in this market, an idea suggested
by Robert Feierbach in his interview. These products and
services will be developed by, and implement advanced
data analytical tools like Machine Learning (ML) and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Some commercial companies are
exploring more modern or mainstream business models, like
subscription services, Pay-Per-Use and platforms. These SSA
trends highly resembles the ones seen in recent years in the
Earth Observation (EO) market.

There are synergistic effects to be found between this and
other markets in the space industry, especially in Rendezvous
and Proximity Operations and In-Orbit Servicing (IOS). The
Intelsat-29e anomaly is an example of an incident where
advancements in the SSA field could be utilized to provide
valuable information. The ML techniques applied by Prof.
Richard Linares and his team in order to classify objects
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based on optical measurements could perhaps be the embryo
of such a future product. Sophisticated SSA services together
with Vision Based Navigation will also prove useful in debris
removal, as well as in IOS.

SSC could concentrate some efforts on developing future
SSA services as there are plenty of indications that these
will be in even greater demand in the near future. This
preliminary work is preferably carried out based on two
assumptions, that may lead to the development of different
business models: Higher quality SSA data will be publicly
available and commercial products and services will use these
data sets and the need for exquisite, very high quality SSA
data will be in great demand. But the most important aspect
in the development process of SSA services is to understand
the actual customer demand. In a sense, the importance of
this aspect is highlighted in the interview with Dr. Brandon
Jones where he mentions the difficulties in how to uniquely
characterize the behavior of a space asset as influenced by an
operator. By working with a very customer-oriented approach,
it is likely that more sophisticated, capable and commercially
viable solutions can be developed.

B. Data-Centricity

Traditional space industry norms and methods are being
questioned and challenged by many actors. The characteristics
of this new playing field are opening up possibilities for
companies to innovate and disrupt with the use of advanced
digital technologies such as AI and ML, and by utilizing
Big Data. A significant part of companies and organizations
examined in this project utilizes these technologies in one
way or another, to develop existing products or services, or
to create new market opportunities. A telling example of a
market that has experienced growth due to the leveraging of
these technologies is the Earth Observation market.

Facing this widespread change in the industry is difficult. In
order for management to reshape their organizations or initiate
acquisition processes to enable the integration of data-centric
solutions, well-reasoned implementation strategies must be
formulated. As pointed out by Daniel Sjöström, the difficulty
that many companies face is to identify actual business drives
and that few have workflows in which these technologies will
be easily incorporated. The space industry does have a long
history of technology disruption and we will continue to see
disruptive initiatives in many space-related markets.

The three summarized surveys in Section IV-B all indicate
one thing: A clear majority of companies across many
industries are increasing their investments in Big Data, AI
and ML. The worst approach to face these technologies is
to sit idly by and expect change and transition to happen
naturally.

Demystifying the Buzzwords
The NewVantage Partners-report found that 95% of companies
that experienced challenges in business adoption and initiatives
regarding Big Data and AI, attributed this to cultural reasons,
and only 5% to technological difficulties. This finding

highlights what could be a prohibitive prevailing attitude.
Topics such as what are these technologies capable of, why
must we relate to them and how will these change how
we carry out our daily work must be openly discussed,
examined and dissected. On a basic level there must be no
informational segmentation on how SSC as a whole relates
to these technologies. This will require clear and concise
directions from management.

SSC will do well in working actively to demystify and
breakdown what can be characterized as the technology
buzzwords such as AI, ML, Big Data, Internet of Things
(IoT), Machine to Machine (M2M), Data Mining, Deep
Learning, Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) etc. By
launching information campaigns, the goal is not to attempt
to educate staff to become fully-fledged data scientists, but it
is important that everybody, across all divisions understand
the possibilities with these technologies. It is the first step
in laying the foundation that will help SSC to unlock
the potential that these tools would entail, not only for the
development of services but also for business intelligence (BI)
as well as general understanding of the industry environment.

Communication in this effort is key. A high rate of
transparency is required in projects and sharing of both ups
and downs will be beneficial.

Implementing Initiatives
Even though increased revenue streams is the primary goal
of becoming more data-centric, this does not necessarily have
to be the initial focus when first implementing initiatives.
Well-formulated business models and ideas can take a long
time to develop thoroughly. It is of more importance to
actually start projects, get hands-on experience and learn by
trial and error and thus build expertise, rather than spending
time initially to develop solid business cases. Although it
should be mentioned that many efforts have been made in
this area at SSC up to this point, so some user cases do exist.

From an organizational perspective, these projects should be
structured and carried out by task-forces, an idea expressed by
Tobias Roos during his interview. Small, independent groups
with knowledge and experience in data handling and digital
analytics but not necessarily with extensive knowledge about
specific industry applications. When required, these groups
bring in the expertise that is needed from elsewhere in the
company to contribute to the projects, thus gradually building
industry specific knowledge in the group. This is an efficient
way to develop these initiatives and should be compared
to how Airbus created the OneWeb-teams, according to
Emil Vinterhav as expressed during his interview. New
approaches may require new people, and agile project
management methods should be considered. But transparency
and knowledge-transfer is of utmost importance as one
long-term goal should be to equip all employees at SSC with
an alternative mindset in which AI and ML tools feel familiar
and useful. Parts of the interview with Daniel Sjöström from
National Instruments are included to emphasize the simplicity
in getting started with AI and ML projects.
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C. Off-Earth Infrastructure

The development of the infrastructure in space is what
ultimately will facilitate the creation of an economy in which
multiple industries can participate and thrive. The major
industrial shift has had an immense effect on how NASA
operates which manifests clearly with the Commercial Crew
Development and Commercial Resupply programs, and the
Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) program. The
entrepreneurial space age has unlocked a lot of opportunities
on the development of products and services for both the
ground segment and for Earth orbit, and this effect will
eventually be seen further out – on the Moon and eventually
on Mars.

It is important to not limit oneself to Earth and Earth’s
orbital regimes when analyzing the space industry. NASA
has played a major part in stimulating the commercialization
of the industry, as has the United States Air Force and
DARPA, and it is reasonable to assume that these stimulation
efforts will continue. Understanding what the different
programs, initiatives and grants might mean for the industry
is paramount when trying to predict what new solutions
will emerge. One meaningful aspect to consider for SSC
is of course what communication systems that will be
established off-Earth and used in future space exploration.
For instance, in the interview with Laura Seward Forczyk,
she mentions that NASA is considering using the private
sector for complementary services to the Deep Space Network.

Lunar Communication Network
The preliminary assessment of future lunar communication
solutions must begin with understanding what needs and
demands will emerge. Many factors indicates that rovers and
robotics with autonomous navigation will be utilized in lunar
operations, and will likely be a critical component in building
the Moon’s infrastructure. In order for us to establish a
sustainable presence, a large amount of rovers will eventually
have to continuously operate, carrying out activities such as
extracting water and ice, excavating and mining as well as
manufacturing structures and power generation systems. It
is safe to assume that these rovers and robots will require a
sophisticated communication network to ensure full working
capacity. Integrating human operations will put an even
higher demand on these systems as highly reliable safety alert
systems will be required to guarantee the safety of astronauts.

The effectiveness of lunar operations will depend on
several support systems. More geological surveys will have
to be carried out, digital terrain models will be needed and a
lunar GPS constellation might be favorable as pointed out in
NASA’s SKGs.

If SSC wishes to have a long-term presence in
space exploration contexts, conceptual studies of lunar
communication systems should be performed, especially
on the capabilities of the Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway
(LOP-G). Many aspects points towards the utilization of
optical communication which indicates that involvement in
this technology is preferred. As pointed out by Laura, ”space
advancements is hard to project 10 years out” and ”space

players tend to overpromise and underdeliver”, but in the case
of space exploration NASA and their collaborative partners
are in a sense leading the way. The fact that they look for
commercial and private solutions at an increasing rate opens
up possibilities for SSC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presents summaries and conclusions that can be
drawn based on the previous chapters, as related to the scope
and goal of this project.

A. Driving Forces and Trends

The new entrepreneurial space age can be characterized by
more space actors in all areas due to easier and more affordable
entry options, and by the larger space agencies reliance on
commercial entities. Space access is becoming democratized
and lucrative contracts, grants and funding are awarded to
companies within a wide range of areas by mainly the U.S.
government. Previously Earth-bound industries are finding
symbiotic opportunities with the space industry and the merg-
ing of space and Information Technology (IT) is becoming
increasingly prevalent.

Venture capitalists and investors are investing heavily in the
space industry which enables startups to establish business
and facilitate innovation. New possibilities and approaches are
resulting in the emergence of cross-industry business models.
Acquisition opportunities of smaller companies are increasing
as the industry grows – some sources projects an almost
tripling growth of the space economy during the coming two
decades.

A prevailing attitude towards what is sometimes described
as NewSpace-companies can be identified and many consider
them to promise more than they can deliver. This will however
not be a productive approach in the long-term as many
new entrants are gaining market shares and a more nuanced
perspective is preferred. As emphasized by Emil Vinterhav,
segmentation when studying and relating to these companies is
required. Federico Belloni highlights the importance of knowl-
edge transfer between traditional, established space companies
and new entrants, as errors and obstacles can be avoided. This
will speed up development processes and reduce costs.

Some selected significant trends and new technologies in
the industry are:

• Miniaturization of payloads and satellite systems, and
smaller launch vehicles.

• Human spaceflight and space tourism.
• The emergence of mega-constellations of small satellites

used for communication purposes.
• Growing utilization of advanced digital tools such as

Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and
cloud computing in satellite-based data analytics.

• Flexible, software-defined payloads.
• Optical Satellite Communication (OSC) systems.
• Space robotics and In-Orbit Servicing (IOS).
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Other identified trends includes asteroid mining and In-
Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU), Space Situational Awareness
(SSA) and Space Traffic Management (STM) and advance-
ments in space exploration.

B. Possible Courses of Action

In order for the Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) to properly
face the changes in the space industry, some proposed courses
of action are recommended.

Close collaboration with customers and partners should
be prioritized in order to fully understand the future demands
of space actors in various markets. New business and service
models should be considered when developing existing and
new services, which will require a more nuanced approach
when studying NewSpace companies.

Significant efforts within areas of data analytics and
advanced digital technologies should be made. These
technologies carry importance in all of the above mentioned
trends and will continue to be utilized in many innovative
projects across most markets.

SSA and STM opportunities should be examined thoroughly,
which includes possibilities to establish consortia, lead public
discussion and carefully consider engagement in any or all
parts of the value chain. Development of disruptive SSA
services are feasible from all areas, i.e. from collection,
processing or analysis of data.

Conceptual studies on future needs and demands related to
space exploration advancements will provide a necessary and
beneficial basis upon which innovative and disruptive services
can be developed. Keeping close track of how agencies and
governmental programs evolve is a crucial component in
understanding the business environment of the space industry.
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